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Abstrakt
Uhlíkové alotropy - grafen (G) a nanokrystalický diamant (NCD) - patří mezi
nadějné nanomateriály vynikající výjimečnou kombinací vlastností jako jsou vysoká
mechanická pevnost, elektrická a tepelná vodivost, možnost funkcionalizace a velký poměr
povrchu k objemu. Z těchto důvodů jsou G and NCD využívány kromě elektroniky také
v biomedicínských aplikacích zahrnujících potahování implantátů, dopravu léčiv a genů do
buněk a biosenzory.
Za účelem základní charakterizace chování buněk na G a NCD byla studována
adheze a proliferace osteoblastů na těchto materiálech, které byly různě upravené. Obecně
lze říci, že G a NCD sloužily jako lepší substrát pro kultivaci osteoblastů než kontrolní
polystyren speciálně upravený pro kultivaci buněk. Lepší adheze buněk, ale nižší
proliferace, byla pozorována na NCD ve srovnání s G. Nejvíce překvapivé bylo zjištění, že
hydrofobní G s nanostrukturovaným povrchem výrazně více podporoval proliferaci buněk
ve srovnání s hydrofilním a plochým G a s oběma NCD (hydrofobním i hydrofilním), které
měly mírně drsnější povrch. Díky zvýšené proliferaci buněk může dojít k rychlejšímu
osídlení G a NCD buňkami a díky tomu k rychlejší tvorbě nové tkáně, což je žádoucí
v biomedicínských aplikacích.
Dále bylo ukázáno, že adheze osteoblastů byla zvýšena za počáteční nepřítomnosti
fetálního bovinního séra (FBS), nicméně proliferace osteoblastů byla za těchto podmínek
snížena bez ohledu na použitý materiál. V návaznosti na tento rozdíl byla na třech typech
buněk charakterizována buněčná adheze na polystyren pro tkáňové kultury v přítomnosti a
nepřítomnosti FBS. Shodně pro všechny testované typy buněk bylo zjištěno, že během
adheze buněk v nepřítomnosti FBS nebyly vytvořeny klasické fokální adheze. Také
signalizace v těchto buňkách probíhala neobvyklým způsobem. Naopak v různých typech
buněk nepřítomnost FBS ovlivnila tvar, plochu a počet buněk různě. Kontakt adherentních
buněk se substrátem v nepřítomnosti proteinů ze séra byl poprvé detailně popsán v této
práci.
V poslední části dizertace bylo zkoumáno použití sericinu (“hedvábný” protein)
jako náhrady za FBS při zmrazování linie osteoblastů a lidských mezenchymálních
kmenových buněk (hMSCs). Bylo ukázáno, že 1% sericin může nahradit 25% FBS ve
zmrazovacím médiu pro hMSCs na rozdíl od linie osteoblastů. Kromě toho hMSCs mohou
být úspěšně zmrazeny také v růstovém médiu obsahujícím pouze 10% dimethylsulfoxid.
Závěrem lze říci, že různá složení zmrazovacích médií by měla být zkoumána pro každý typ
buněk zvlášť, aby bylo dosaženo co nejlepších výsledků.
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Abstract
Graphene (G) and nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) are carbon allotropes and
promising nanomaterials with an excellent combination of their properties, such as high
mechanical strength, electrical and thermal conductivity, possibility of functionalization and
a very high surface area to volume ratio. For these reasons, G and NCD are employed next
to electronics in biomedical applications, including implant coating, drug and gene delivery
and biosensing.
For a fundamental characterization of cell behavior on G and NCD, we studied
osteoblast adhesion and proliferation on differently treated G and NCD. Generally, both G
and NCD exhibited better properties for osteoblast cultivation than control tissue culture
polystyrene. Better cell adhesion but lower cell proliferation were observed on NCD
compared to G. The most surprising finding was that hydrophobic G with nanowrinkled
topography enhanced cell proliferation extensively, in comparison to hydrophilic and flat G
and both NCDs (hydrophobic and hydrophilic) with slightly higher roughness. Promoted
cell proliferation enables faster cell colonization of G and NCD substrates, meaning faster
new tissue formation which is beneficial in biomedical applications.
Furthermore, it was shown that osteoblast adhesion was promoted in the initial
absence of fetal bovine serum (FBS); however, osteoblast proliferation was suppressed
regardless of the material used. As a follow-up to this difference, we characterized cell
adhesion to tissue culture polystyrene in the presence and absence of FBS with three
different cell types. Consistently for all tested cell types, no classic focal adhesions were
formed during cell adhesion in the absence of FBS proteins. Moreover, signaling within
these cells proceeded in an unusual manner. In contrast, FBS absence affected cell shape,
area and number variously in the tested cell types. For the first time, the cell-substrate
contact in the absence of serum proteins for anchorage-dependent cells was described in
detail.
In the last part of this thesis, the use of sericin (silk protein) as a replacement for
FBS in freezing medium for osteosarcoma cell line and primary human mesenchymal stem
cells (hMSCs) was evaluated. It was shown that 1 % sericin could substitute for 25 % FBS
in the freezing medium for hMSCs, in contrast to osteosarcoma cell line. Moreover, hMSCs
could be cryopreserved in a growth medium containing only 10 % dimethyl sulfoxide with
adequate results. Finally, different freezing formulas should be evaluated for different cell
types to find the most satisfactory results.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Carbon nanomaterials
Nanomaterial is defined as a material smaller than 100 nm at least in one
dimension. Nanomaterials in general possess unique properties compared to the bulk
materials; the greatest advantage of a nanomaterial is the very high surface area to
volume ratio (1). Moreover, the nanoscale organization is naturally found in cell
environments in the body. Carbon nanomaterials belong among the most investigated,
discussed and applied nanomaterials. In particular, carbon nanomaterials include sp2bonded materials such as fullerens, graphene and carbon nanotubes and sp3-bonded
nanodiamonds (Fig. 1). The basic unit of sp2-bonded carbon nanomaterials is one sheet
of graphene. The nanotubes are graphene sheets rolled into tubes, and fullerens are
graphene sheets folded into ball-like structure. Several superimposed graphene layers
form graphite that is often used as a starting material for a production of various types
of carbon nanomaterials (2).
The most of carbon nanomaterials exhibit superior properties such as excellent
electrical and thermal conductivity, high mechanical strength, great optical properties
and possibility of functionalization (3). These features predetermine carbon
nanomaterials for use in various applications such as electronics, sensors and
biomedicine. In biomedicine, carbon nanomaterials could be used in drug delivery,
tissue engineering, bio-sensing and imaging, laboratory and diagnostic techniques (4).
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Figure 1: Various types of carbon namomaterials. C60 = fullerene. Adopted from Cha
et al., 2013 (3).

1.1.1 Graphene
Graphene (G) is a single-atom-thick layer of sp2-bonded carbon atoms arranged
in a two-dimensional honeycomb structure. Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov
were awarded by the Nobel Prize in Physics for “groundbreaking experiments regarding
the two-dimensional material graphene“ in 2010 (5). G possess various unique
properties such as superior electrical and thermal conductivity, extreme mechanical
strength, possibility of functionalization, excellent optical transparency and high surface
area where every atom is on the surface (4, 6-9).

1.1.1.1 Preparation methods of graphene
Mechanical cleavage from graphite flakes using a Scotch tape, exfoliation of
natural graphite flakes using organic solvents or chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are
examples of preparation methods of G (10). The widespread method for G production is
CVD method which enables a production of large areas of G (up to 150 cm2) (11). It is a
substrate-based method where G is grown on a metal substrate (usually copper) in
hydrocarbon gas environment at a high temperature. G prepared by this method has to
be transferred from cytotoxic substrate where is usually grown to another material
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(often glass or SiO2/Si) by a special technique based on polymer and its degradation
afterwards. By this way, G copies the topography of the new substrate underneath.

1.1.1.2 Types of graphene
The various types of G with different properties could be prepared. Based on
number of layers in the graphene sheet, a single layer and a multi-layer G can be
distinguished. Based on a preparation method and chemical modifications different
types of G could be prepared, e.g. graphene oxide (GO) or reduced graphene oxide
(rGO) (12). Hydrophilic GO is easily dispersible in water due to the presence of the
oxygen groups. GO is often characterized as an electrical insulator due to the disruption
of its sp2-bonded structure. On the other hand, hydrophobic rGO possesses a great
electrical conductivity due to renewal of the G hexagonal lattice. In contrast to GO, rGO
has a tendency to create aggregates and therefore it can be dispersing hardly. All Gs can
be further functionalized in many ways resulting in changes of G properties (13).

1.1.1.3 Applications of graphene
Besides electronics, G can be used in various biomedical applications including
drug and gene delivery, cancer therapy, biosensing, and bioimaging. In addition, G is
investigated as an antimicrobial material and as a substrate for cell culture (14).
It was reported that G is able to bind single-stranded DNA specifically and
protect it from nucleases which is employed for plasmid DNA delivery to cells (15). GO
is often used as a drug carrier thanks to its reactive COOH and OH groups that facilitate
attachment of various polymers and biomolecules, e.g. anticancer drugs to GO (16).
Further, G could be used as an electrochemical, impedance, electrochemiluminescence
or fluorescence biosensor thanks to its electroactivity and transparency (17). As
bioimaging agents, graphene quantum dots exhibiting intrinsic fluorescence were
prepared (18). An example of antimicrobial activities of G are G nanosheets which can
disrupt bacteria membrane and also can induce an oxidative stress and herewith defend
against bacteria (19). For these antimicrobial purposes, GO-silver nanocomposites were
also tested with promising results (20).
G is widely used as a platform for cell culturing; specifically for tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine purposes. It was shown, that G is a
biocompatible substrate for human osteoblast and mesenchymal stem cell (MSC)
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cultivation (21).

Also accelerated osteogenic differentiation of MSCs on G was

observed thanks to a G function as a pre-concentration platform for osteogenic inducers.
On the other hand, the adipogenic differentiation of MSCs was suppressed on this G
(22). Also a special topography of G nanogrids acted as a platform for fast osteogenic
differentiation of MSCs (23). Another study described a different behavior of induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) on rGO and GO. The GO substrate promoted adhesion,
proliferation and differentiation of iPSCs. However, rGO maintained the iPSCs in the
undifferentiated state (24). Coating of various materials by single layer graphene also
showed beneficial properties for cultivation of fibroblasts (25).

1.1.1.4 Cytotoxicity of graphene
Cytotoxicity of G is a controversial and widely discussed issue. The already
mentioned cytotoxicity for bacterial cells is mostly useful. However, the cytotoxicity for
eukaryotic cells (except the cancer cells) is undesirable. The toxicity of G is closely
related to its surface functionalization, size and concentration. For example, GO without
any functionalization is unstable in a physiological environment and causes cytotoxicity
in vitro and in vivo in dose-dependent manner (26). The comprehensive study of
cytotoxicity of GO and rGO revealed a distinct mechanism of a cellular damage. The
hydrophilic GO demonstrated cellular uptake, whereas, the hydrophobic rGO mostly
adsorbed on a cell surface without internalization. However, the DNA damage and
oxidative stress as the cytoxic responses were observed for both GO and rGO but with
differential dose dependency (27). The cytotoxicity of G could be significantly
decreased by biocompatible coatings (e.g. by polyethylene glycolysation) (28).
Therefore, a systematic and long term evaluation of particular G usage has to be
performed before a clinical application of this nanomaterial.

1.1.2 Nanocrystalline diamond
Nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) is made up of tetrahedral clusters of sp3-bonded
carbon. NCD exhibits exceptional properties such as high mechanical strength,
chemical and corrosion resistance, biocompatibility, excellent optical transparency,
possibility of functionalization and extraordinary electrical conductivity (29-31). The
most frequently used method for NCD preparation is CVD and its variations (e.g. Hot
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Filament CVD, Microwave Plasma CVD or Direct Current Plasma CVD) that enable to
produce diamond films over large areas (up to 200 cm2) (32-35).
NCD surface can be variously modified by chemical, photochemical and
electrochemical strategies resulting in various properties of NCD. As grown NCD can
be considered as being hydrogen terminated evincing a conductive behavior and a
hydrophobic character. Contrary, oxygenated diamond is an electrical insulator with a
hydrophilic character. The oxidation of hydrogen terminated diamond can be achieved
by thermal, plasma or electrochemical techniques. The oxygen plasma is considered as
the most efficient method. NCD surface can be also functionalized by various molecules
such as DNA, peptides or proteins (36).

1.1.2.1 Applications of nanocrystalline diamond
Nanodiamond could be used in various applications such as drug and gene
delivery (e.g. hybrid nanodiamonds with surface-immobilizated polyethyleneimin for
plasmid DNA delivery (37)), cell labeling (e.g. specific cancer cell labeling and tracking
by using the fluorescent and magnetic nanodiamond (38)) or biosensing (e.g. diamond
films as impedance sensors for a real-time and label-free monitoring of cell growth
(39)). Further, NCD is widely used as a substrate for cell culturing for tissue
engineering purposes (e.g. use of NCD as a coating of orthopedic implants (40)).
Thanks to the possibility of functionalization of NCD, different properties could be
achieved and subsequently different cell behavior could be observed. For example, the
patterned neuronal growth on variously patterned NCD using photolithography and
reactive ion etching was observed (41). Selective osteoblast adhesion on oxygen parts of
stripped NCD in comparison to the hydrogen parts was discovered depending on cell
seeding density and presence of serum proteins (42). The NCD surface properties
(hydrogen or oxygen termination) can affect osteogenic cell differentiation (43) and also
the preference of neural stem cells differentiation into distinct cell types (44).
NCD was also investigated for its antimicrobial activity. The antibacterial and
bactericide effects of NCD greater than silver but lower than copper were reported (45).
Also NCD resistance to bacterial colonization higher than titanium and medical steel
was observed (46).
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1.1.2.2 Cytotoxicity of nanocrystalline diamond
As mentioned above, NCD can exhibit some antimicrobial properties. However,
in contrast to the other carbon based nanomaterials, only mild (47) or no cytotoxicity of
NCD films or diamond nanoparticles for eukaryotic cells (e.g. glioblastoma and
hepatoma cells, macrophages, keratinocytes, osteoblasts, and fibroblasts) has been
reported yet (48-51).

1.2 Material surface properties affecting cell behavior
The cells are able to sense the surrounding environment in multiple length scales.
The cell behavior and cell commitment at all are affected by various cues coming from
other cells, extracellular matrix (ECM) or artificial materials around them. In this thesis,
the focus is on material surface properties and their effect on cell behavior. The
knowledge of an interface between cells and materials is essential for a variety of
applications. It is important to mention that the proteins from the body fluids or culture
medium adsorb on the surface faster than do the cells themselves. Consequently, the cell
adhesion is affected by the adsorbed protein layer to a large extent. Therefore, the
surface properties of various materials are important primarily for the protein adsorption
(the amount and conformation of adsorbed proteins) (52). Surface wettability,
topography and charge/energy state of carbon nanomaterials play an important role in
modulation of cell behavior. Generally, also substrate stiffness has a significant effect
on cell behavior, especially on cell differentiation (53). However, the stiffness of G and
NCD themselves (the materials studied in this thesis) is high and dependent of substrate
underneath; therefore, a material stiffness will not be further discussed here.

1.2.1 Surface wettability
The cell surface is composed of plenty of proteins, lipids and sugars which
dynamically change and the different surface wettability therefore affects the cell
behavior largely. The surface wettability is commonly characterized by a water contact
angle (CA) measurement. Generally, the material surface is considered as hydrophilic if
CA is smaller than approximately 90°. Conversely, the hydrophobic surface reveals CA
higher than approximately 90° (54).
Generally, the contradictory results were reported as regards the effect of surface
wettability on protein adsorption (protein amount and conformation) and subsequent
14

cell adhesion, proliferation and differentiation. From this point of view, the most studied
proteins are ECM proteins such as fibronectin (FN) or serum proteins such as bovine
serum albumin (BSA) or human serum albumin. FN adsorbs preferentially on
hydrophilic surfaces resulting in increased cell adhesion; whereas BSA adsorbs
predominantly on hydrophobic surfaces resulting in decreased cell adhesion (55). On
the other hand, the reports emphasizing the hydrophobic surfaces can be also found, e.g.
the higher amount of adsorbed collagen was observed on the hydrophobic surface
compared to the hydrophilic one (56). In addition, the hydrophobic surface promoted
embryonic stem cells differentiation (57).
Concerning cell behavior on G and NCD, hydrophilic surfaces were favored
rather than the hydrophobic ones – e.g. the hydrophilic GO supported cell cultivation
and differentiation of iPS cells to higher extent in comparison to the hydrophobic G
(58). The favored adhesion of human renal epithelial cells to NCD treated with oxygen
(NCD-O) compared to NCD treated with hydrogen (NCD-H) was also reported (59).
Similar preference of osteoblasts to NCD-O was observed on NCD with O/H stripes.
This preference was guided by the different conformations of proteins from fetal bovine
serum on NCD-O and NCD-H (60).
Therefore, the protein and cell response to a surface wettability depends on a
particular degree of wettability as well as on a particular protein and cell type and their
amount.

1.2.2 Surface topography
The cells are able to sense various cues in their environment in the scale
depending on their own size. The micro- and nanoscale milieu is natural for cells.
Moreover, the ECM proteins exhibit plentiful nanoscale structures and thus artificial
substrates developed for cell culturing try to mimic the native ECM also in nano- and
microscale. The surface roughness of various substrates has a significant effect on cell
response in general; however, different cell behavior was observed depending on the
scale of roughness (micro- vs. nanoscale) (61, 62). NCD with various nanocrystallinity
or NCD film deposited on differently rough substrate can be prepared in contrast to G
that has a flat surface by itself. However, G can also be transferred to some structured
material and hereby can adopt the topography of an underneath substrate (63, 64).
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Specifically, the NCD films with nanoroughness [root mean square (RMS) 20
nm] promoted osteoblast adhesion and osteogenic differentiation compared to the flat
control polystyrene (65). Another study has suggested that the nanostructures alone may
affect proliferation of osteoblasts, while the combination of micro-/submicroscale
roughness with a high density of nanoscale structures improves osteoblast
differentiation (66). In addition, in vivo study with rat tibia has revealed that the screwshaped implants with high density of nanofeatures (60 nm) induced higher bone
formation significantly in comparison to the 120 nm and 220 nm semispherical
nanostructures (67).
The distribution of topographical cues is also important for cell behavior. The
study of Hart et al. revealed that cell adhesion and spreading of human bone marrow
cells was reduced on the hexagonal distribution of topographical cues compared to the
square distribution (68). In addition, increased osteoblast adhesion and spreading was
observed on the substrate with random distribution of nanopits compared to the square
distribution (69). Further, the nanoscale disorder promoted MSCs osteodifferentiation
even in the absence of osteogenic factors (70).
Since nano- and microtopography plays an important role in guiding cell
behavior, various techniques have been developed for a production of biomaterials with
controlled topography.

1.2.3 Surface charge and energy state
The surface charge and energy state are related to the surface wettability.
Generally, surfaces with high free energy elevated cell adhesion and spreading whereas
substrates with low free energy suppressed adhesion and spreading (71). This trend was
observed both in the presence and absence of serum proteins on the material surface
(72). Moreover, it was demonstrated that surface energy is proportional to cellular
adhesion strength (73). As regards surface charge, it was demonstrated that fibroblasts
and osteoblasts attached and spread better on the positively charged substrates than on
negatively charged ones (74). Similar results were published by Jung et al.: as the
degree of charge density of substrate increase, the more cell adhesion and proliferation
were observed. However, this effect was abolished in the absence of serum (75).
In conclusion, also surface charge and energy state of substrate underneath the
cells play a significant role in the adhesion process as well as in a subsequent cell fate
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and these characteristics should be taken in consideration when we are thinking about
surface properties that affect cell behavior.

1.3 Cell adhesion
Cells receive external signals in form of soluble molecules (cytokines, hormones
and growth factors) or by direct interaction with other cells (cell-cell contact) or by
contact with the ECM. The information obtained from the cell surrounding is integrated
in the cell and affects the cell migration, proliferation, differentiation and death through
the cell signaling and changes in gene expression (76). The adhesion of cells to each
other and to the ECM is essential for proper cell functions and formation of
multicellular structures, tissues and organs. The cell adhesion strongly affects
development of organisms, function of immune system, tissue homeostasis, wound
repair and also various disorders, especially cancer metastasis. The following text will
be focused on the interaction of cells with ECM and environment surrounding the cells.
The interaction between the cells and the surrounding ECM is bidirectional, cells sense
their environment (outside-in direction) and also cells (specifically cell enzymes)
actively remodel the ECM (inside-out direction) (77, 78). The life of anchoragedependent cells is reliant on the appropriate cell adhesion. If these cells do not receive
specific signals for surviving, they die through special cell death called anoikis (a Greek
word meaning “loss of home”) (79, 80).

1.3.1 Phases of cell adhesion
The contact of cells with substrates involves several phases during both, in vitro
and in vivo cultivation (Fig. 2). First, the proteins from the body fluids or culture
medium adsorb on the surface. Second, the primary contact of cells with the adsorbed
protein layer occurs in seconds and comprises of physico-chemical linkage mediated by
intermolecular, ionic and van der Waals forces. The third phase takes minutes and
involves the cell attachment to the substrate and their little spreading. The cell
membrane receptors called integrins bind specific ligands on the surface. Fourth, the
clustering of integrin receptors, active cell spreading and reorganization of cytoskeleton
occur in hours. The cells engage their acto-myosin cytoskeleton by which sense and
also generate the mechanical forces at the sites of adhesion with a subsequent effect on
gene expression. The cell shape stability is maintained mostly by the stress of actin
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fibres throughout the whole cell. Finally, the cells synthesize their own ECM at their
interface with adjacent environment within days (81).

Figure 2: Phases of cell adhesion process. Adopted from Anselme et al., 2010 (81).

1.3.2 Integrins
Integrins are the leading proteins of cell adhesion. They are transmembrane
heterodimeric receptors binding to various ligands in ECM such as FN, vitronectin
(VN), collagen, laminin and many others. Integrins consist of two different chains –α
and β subunits. In mammals, the 18 α-subunits and 8 β-subunits join to form 24
different heterodimeric receptors (82). Integrins are sometimes called “promiscuous”
because each type of integrin (a specific combination of α and β subunits) can bind
more types of ligands and vice versa also one kind of ligand could be bound by several
kinds of integrins (83). Every subunit has a large extracellular domain, a single
transmembrane helix, and in most cases (except of β4), a short unstructured cytoplasmic
domain (84). The conformational changes in integrins that affect their affinity to ligands
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could be modulated bidirectionally, by the external ligands and also by the cytoplasmic
adaptors. For example, kindlin and talin are such cytoplasmic adaptors which mediate
interactions between the integrins bound to proteins in ECM and the actin fibres (85).
Integrins can assume two basic states – inactive with low affinity to the ligand
and active with high affinity to the ligand. The intermediate step is so called primed
state of integrins with medium affinity to the ligand (86). The switch between the low
affinity state and the high affinity state is termed integrin activation. The integrin
activation is promoted by the translocation of talin and kindlin to β integrin cytoplasmic
tails. This translocation is provoked by integrin-independent signals. The integrin
activation enhances the affinity of particular integrins for the particular ECM ligand and
thus integrin clustering and formation of focal adhesions (protein complexes linking cell
to ECM) can occur (87).
Interestingly, integrins can also cooperate with growth factor receptors. The
action of growth factor receptors could be stimulated by integrin clustering and binding
of specific ligands. Under these conditions, the transient aggregation of growth factor
receptors in the absence of growth factor ligands was observed (88). Moreover,
integrins can trigger the same signaling pathways as growth factor receptors. In
addition, integrins can directly bind the growth factors or growth factor receptors and
arrange their endocytosis and recycling (89).

1.3.3 Focal adhesions
Focal adhesions (FAs) are micron-sized protein assemblies that link the ECM to
the actin cytoskeleton in cells to mediate cell adhesion, migration, mechanotransduction
and signaling. In the literature, the synonyms for FAs could be found such as focal
contacts, focal plaques or focal adhesion sites (90-92). FAs are dynamic complexes
which assembled and disassembled while the cell is moving or finds oneself in a new
environment. FAs play the two main roles – structural and signaling in the response to
cell adhesion on the ECM or another substrate in order to transmit the information from
the ECM to the cell nucleus where the changes in gene expression occur.
The FA architecture could be classified into several functional layers (Fig. 3)
(93). From the exterior of the cell, the integrin extracellular domain is the first. The
second architectural and functional unit of FAs is integrin signaling layer located under
the plasma membrane. This layer composes of intracellular part of integrins, protein
paxillin, focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and many other proteins that transduce the signal
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throughout the cell and herewith regulate the adhesion dynamics and gene expression.
The following unit of FAs is the force transduction layer consisting of the proteins that
mediate the mechanical linkage between integrins and actin filaments, as talin and
vinculin (94). The last part of FAs is the actin regulatory layer composing of e.g. zyxin
and vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein which are applied in FA strengthening. This
layer is followed by actin stress fibres cross-linked by α-actinin (93).

Figure 3: Model of molecular architecture of focal adhesions. Adopted from
Kanchanawong et al., 2010 (93).

1.3.3.1 Formation and types of focal adhesions
After integrin clustering, the unstable structures called nascent adhesions (or
initial adhesions; <1 µm2 in area) are formed in lamellipodia (actin protrusions on the
leading edge of the cell) within 60–90 s followed by Rac-dependent maturation to dotlike focal complexes which involves recruitment of vinculin (structural cytoskeletal
protein) (95). These focal complexes progress to larger FAs in Rho-dependent manner.
The FAs are the classic and basic units of integrin-mediated cell adhesion that consisted
of plenty of proteins and are located mainly in the cell periphery. FAs require
approximately 60 minutes to become fully established (96). The most mature adhesions
are called fibrillar adhesions (or ECM contacts), they are elongated structures located
close to the cell centre and associated with the ECM fibrils. Podosomes are the special
type of ECM adhesions. They are small (~ 0.5 μm in diameter) cylindrical structures
which can assemble into belt-like superstructures. Podosomes are connected to cellular
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motility and invasion (97) and are produced by specialized cells such as invasive cancer
cells, osteoclasts, macrophages and dendritic cells. The forms of described adhesions
are presented in Fig. 4.
It should be mentioned that F-actin is present at the adhesion site from the
beginning and has an active role there. The establishment of FAs is mediated by the
activation of Rho, Rac and Cdc-42 proteins which provoked actin polymerization and
formation of lamellipodia and filopodia. Lamellipodia are developed at the leading edge
of cells and compose of meshwork of branched actin filaments. Filopodia are
microspikes often associated with lamellipodia and contained actin filaments crosslinked into the bundles (98).

A

B

C

D

Figure 4: Various types of integrin-mediated adhesions. A – Classic focal adhesions
in human foreskin fibroblasts labelled for phosphotyrosine. B – Fibrillar adhesions of
human foreskin fibroblasts labelled for tensin. C – Focal complexes (dot-like structures)
in human fibroblasts (SV80 line) treated with the Rho-kinase inhibitor Y-27632 and
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labelled for phosphotyrosine. D – Podosomes in primary rat osteoclasts labelled for
paxillin. Adopted from Geiger et al., 2001 (97).

1.3.3.2 Selected proteins associated with focal adhesions
The whole integrin adhesome (a network of proteins associated with the integrin
adhesion) consists of more than 230 proteins that mediate the link between the ECM
and the cell cytoskeleton (99). In the following text, the focus will be on the crucial FA
proteins that are involved in experimental work of this thesis: a) structural proteins talin and vinculin b) signaling proteins - FAK, Rho proteins and extracellular signalregulated kinases 1 and 2 (ERK1/2).
1.3.3.2.1 Talin
Talin is a large intracellular protein located mainly in FAs where is crucial for
linking the integrin receptors to the actin fibres. Since the multidomain talin molecule
contains binding sites for integrin, vinculin and actin (100, 101), it is believed that talin
could serve as a molecular ruler that define FA architecture via stretch-induced
recruitment of other proteins (93). Talin is also responsible for transmission of force
from outside into the cell. Talin changes its conformation in response to force and this
affects its interaction with particular ligands (100).
1.3.3.2.2 Vinculin
The adaptor protein vinculin is a crucial regulator of FA formation; it couples
(together with talin) integrins to the actin cytoskeleton. It was shown that vinculin-null
mouse embryo fibroblasts arranged smaller and less abundant FAs compared to the
wild-type cells (102). Moreover, the vinculin-deficient cells or cells transfected with
only part of vinculin (head or tail) exhibited reduced cell spreading and lamellipodium
formation (103). These studies suggest that intact vinculin is essential for formation of
classic FAs, lamellipodium development and proper cell spreading at all. Humphries et
al. proposed a model of vinculin action (94). At the front of cell protrusion, vinculin is
recruited to focal complexes by low-afinity binding to talin. Subsequently, the
association of vinculin with actin or phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate causes
vinculin activation. This vinculin activation includes integrin transition from the lowafinity state to the high-afinity state by binding to talin and results in stabilization of
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activated integrins followed by growth of FAs. If vinculin activation does not occur,
adhesion complexes disassembled promptly.
It was shown that vinculin activation is regulated by a spatial arrangement of
particular protein interactions within FA at nanoscale (104).
1.3.3.2.3 Focal adhesion kinase
FAK is a non-receptor protein tyrosine kinase that plays a role in integrin
signaling and cell spreading, migration, and apoptosis. FAK is activated by the
autophosphorylation of the tyrosine-397 (pFAK-Y397) and also of other sites in the
protein in response to integrin clustering and growth factor stimulation. This
phosphorylation leads to the recruitment of many proteins containing SH2- and SH3domains and subsequent signal transduction to downstream pathways within the cell
resulting in changes in focal adhesion dynamics (105, 106). FAK acts as an adaptor
protein for other proteins involved in FA formation, serves as an integrator of various
signals and a regulator of assembling/disassembling of FAs and cell motility. FAK can
affect also Rho GTPases involved in actin stress fibers formation via interaction with
Rho activators or inhibitors. Moreover, the FAK signaling can modulate the formation
of cell-cell contacts mediated by cadherins (107).
1.3.3.2.4 Rho proteins
Proteins of Rho family belong to Ras superfamily of GTPases. They are able to
switch from the active GTP-bound state to the inactive GDP-bound state and hereby
change a signal transduction chain on and off. They participate in the regulation of cell
shape and polarity, migration and cell cycle cytokinesis through a regulation of
cytoskeletal organization. The Rho family can be categorized into the three main
subtypes including Cdc 42 (affects filopodia), Rac (affects lamellipodia) and Rho
(affects stress fibres) subclasses (108, 109).
1.3.3.2.5 Extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1 and 2
The most of signals transmitted through FAs are transduced downstream by
ERK1 and ERK2. They are also known as mitogen-activated protein kinase 3 and
mitogen-activated protein kinase 1, respectively. Serin/threonin kinases ERK1 and
ERK2 reveal 85% of sequence identity and are involved in the Ras-Raf-MEK-ERK
signal transduction cascade. ERK1/2 proteins are activated by the phosphorylation on
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two sites (threonine-202/tyrosine-204 or threonine-185/tyrosine-187, respectively) after
the binding of growth factors or insulin on the membrane receptors and subsequent
signal transduction upstream from the ERK proteins. Afterwards, the active ERK1/2
kinases phosphorylate many cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins including transcription
factors. Thus, ERK1/2 proteins participate in the regulation of various processes, such
as cell adhesion, migration, proliferation, metabolism and differentiation through the
transmission of the extracellular signal to the nucleus (110, 111).

1.3.4 Glycocalyx
It should not be forgotten that, besides proteins, also sugars are presented on the
cell surface. Sugars from membrane-bound glycoproteins, proteoglycans and
glycolipids with integrated soluble molecules form glycocalyx, a layer covering cell
membrane (112). The composition of glycocalyx is cell type specific. For many cells in
tissue culture, the thickness of glycocalyx is 30 – 60 nm (113). Interestingly, the
decrease in glycocalyx thickness was associated with dramatic increase in cell adhesion
efficiency (114). Authors suggest that the glycocalyx reduction could be a convenient
process for a cell how to rapidly increase the activity of many tens of membrane
receptors. Therefore, the effect of glycocalyx on cell adhesion should be also taking in
consideration. However, to simplify the very complex issue of cell adhesion, the
glycocalyx is not investigated in the experimental section of this thesis.

1.4 Extracellular matrix
The ECM is a dynamic cell-free environment which undergoes a controlled
remodeling. The function of ECM is to serve as an adhesive substrate for cells, to
provide structure for tissue and organs development, to store growth factors and present
them to cell receptors and also to transduce mechanical signals. The support from ECM
is necessary for cell adhesion, migration, proliferation, communication, differentiation,
morphogenesis, survival and for maintenance of tissue homeostasis and development
(115). The information flow between ECM and cells is bidirectional. Cells are strongly
affected by microenvironment of ECM and reversely, the cells remodel the adjacent
ECM.
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1.4.1 Composition of extracellular matrix
Two groups of macromolecules are present in ECM – proteoglycans and fibrous
proteins (116). The proteoglycans are composed of sulfated glycosaminoglycan chains
covalently connected to the core protein. One exception of this definition is hyaluronan,
which is naturally not sulfated and not linked to a protein core. Proteoglycans are
extremely hydrophilic and form hydrogel that enable the ECM to withstand strong
compressive forces (117). The principal fibrous ECM proteins are collagens, elastins,
fibronectins and laminins (116).
The main structural protein of ECM is collagen that is the most abundant protein
in mammals constituting up to 30 % of total protein mass. The collagen molecules
contain three α chains that form the triple helix. These trimeric molecules are secreted
from the cells and then assembled into the supramolecular elongated fibrils or reticular
networks and sheets which are incorporated into the ECM. The composition and
organization of collagen fibrils and networks differ within the various tissues and create
the characteristic patterns. Collagens exhibit high tensile strengths and therefore
determine the strength and elasticity of tissues (118).
The adhesion-related proteins that are contained also in ECM and are studied in
this thesis are FN and VN.
FN is a dimeric glycoprotein that is involved in cell adhesion, migration, growth,
differentiation, wound healing and embryonic development. In humans, up to 20
variants of FN arise from alternative splicing of one pre-mRNA. Two main types of FN
could be distinguished – soluble plasma FN and less-soluble cellular type which forms
more heterogeneous group containing FNs with various properties. The cellular FN can
assemble into a fibrillary network deposited in ECM. This highly regulated integrindependent process involves conformational changes of FN resulting in the exposition of
fibronectin-binding sites which facilitates inter- and intramolecular interactions of FN.
FN binds to integrins and also to syndecans, CD44, collagen, fibrin and other molecules
presented in the ECM or the cell membrane (97, 119, 120).
VN is a small glycoprotein that is present in the blood serum and the ECM. This
glycoprotein plays a role in cell adhesion, hemostasis and immune response. VN can
bind integrins (promotion of cell adhesion, spreading and migration), collagens
(anchoring to the ECM), heparin (involvement in blood clot formation), complement
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proteins (inhibition of complement resulting in membrane attack repression),
plasminogen and plasminogen activator inhibitor (involvement in fibrinolysis) (121).

1.4.2 Adhesion sequences in ECM proteins
The ECM proteins contain specific amino acid sequences that are recognized
and bound by integrins located in cell membrane. The most widely known sequence is
RGD (arginin-glycin-aspartic acid) mainly found in FN (122). The other adhesion
sequences

include

e.g.

GFOGER

(glycine-phenylalanine-hydroxyprolin-glycine-

glutamic acid-arginine) in collagen (123), YIGSR (tyrosine-isoleucine-glycine-serinearginine) in laminin (124) or LDV (leucine-aspartic acid-valine) and REDV (arginineglutamic acid-aspartic acid-valine) in FN (119).
KRSR (lysine-arginine-serine-arginine) is an example of non-integrin mediated
adhesion sequence selectively recognized by

transmembrane proteoglycans (e.g.

heparan sulfate) of osteoblasts (125).
Not only adhesion sequence itself but also the spacing of these sequences and
ligands affects the assembly of FAs and thus the cell spreading and cell fate. It was
shown that the RGD spacing around 70 nm and more resulted in the poor formation of
FAs, actin stress fibers, cell adhesion and spreading (126). Moreover, the effect of RGD
nanospacing on differentiation of stem cells was reported. The large RGD nanospacing
(approximately 90 nm) promoted the osteogenesis; whereas the small RGD nanospacing
(approximately 40 nm) enhanced adipogenesis (127).

1.5 Fetal bovine serum
Cells are in vitro cultivated in the culture medium standardly supplemented by
serum, most frequently by the fetal bovine serum (FBS). FBS is the blood fraction that
remains after blood coagulation. It contains various proteins and factors important for
cell adhesion, proliferation and survival such as growth factors, adhesion-mediating
factors (e.g. FN, VN, laminin), vitamins, hormones, cofactors, transport factors (e.g.
albumin, transferrin) and nutrients (nucleosides, amino and fatty acids, lipids) (128).
Although it is obvious that in vitro cultivation cannot be the same as natural conditions
for cell existence, the use of FBS should at least partially mimic the chemical
environment of in vivo conditions. First, the proteins of FBS adsorb to the substrate fast
and only afterwards, the cells adhere to the adsorbed protein layer (129). Thus, the cell
adhesion is in vitro strongly influenced by the proteins of FBS. The reason for usage of
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fetal serum instead of serum from adults or newborns is that fetal serum contains more
growth factors and lower level of complement.
In bio-medical applications, the usage of FBS is problematic due to its high batchto-batch variability, the possible transmission of fungal, bacterial, viral or prion
infection (therefore FBS is tested for the presence of many microbes), and the
possibility of anti-FBS antibody production (130). Also the ethical aspect of FBS
extraction could not be neglected. Therefore, as alternatives for FBS usage, serum-free
media for defined and controlled in vitro culture conditions have been developed (131).
However, these serum-free media are cell specific and must be optimized, resulting in
the higher costs. Thus, despite certain drawbacks, FBS usage is quite universal,
extremely effective and the most widespread option for in vitro cell cultivation.

1.5.1 Cell adhesion onto fetal bovine serum proteins
The most abundant protein in FBS is BSA (more than 50 % of FBS protein
content) which has an important impact on protein competition for attachment to any
surface. BSA is a small (66 kDa) globular protein that negatively affects cell adhesion,
predominantly onto hydrophobic surfaces (55).
The other FBS proteins mediating the cell adhesion and being also a part of the
ECM are FN and VN. It was reported that adsorption of VN on substrate in cell cultures
containing FBS was increased compared to FN (132). It has been also shown, that FN
failed to coat the substrate in the presence of other serum proteins in contrast to VN that
was able to coat the surface under the same conditions (133). It could be suggested that
VN is the leading cell adhesion-promoting protein of FBS. Moreover, different
appearance and distribution of FAs were observed in cells cultivated on VN and FN.
FAs in the cells cultivated on VN had large and peripherally distributed FAs. In
contrast, FN induced relatively smaller FAs distributed over the whole cell (Fig. 5).
Moreover, VN caused smaller cell spreading compared to FN (78). Both FN and VN
contain the RGD sequence, which is recognized and bound by specific integrins (122).
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Figure 5: Effect of fibronectin and vitronectin on cell spreading and FA formation.
Vinculin-labeled adhesions in fibroblasts adhered to fibronectin (A) or to vitronectin
(B). Adopted from Geiger and Yamada, 2011 (78).

Generally, it is believed that FBS proteins compete for adsorption to a surface and
that cell adhesion is influenced by the balance between adhesion-promoting (e.g. FN)
and adhesion-inhibiting (e.g. BSA) proteins. Moreover, FN can compensate for the
negative effect of BSA.
Finally, all factors such as the type of proteins present in the cell cultivation
environment, their quantity and conformation significantly affect cell adhesion and
subsequent cell behavior.

1.6 Cryopreservation of cells
The cryopreservation of cells is essential method for everyone who works with
cell cultures. Cryopreservation assures the protection of cells before degradation,
damaging, aging and contamination by stopping of all enzymatic and chemical activity
in frozen sample, standardly in liquid nitrogen (-196°C). The question is how to ensure
that cells survive both, the freezing to -196 °C and the subsequent return to the
cultivation conditions (134). The biggest problem during freezing is the formation of
intracellular ice crystals which mechanically damage the cells.
To minimize the lethal effect of freezing and thawing of cells, various
cryoprotectants are added to the freezing medium. Cryoprotectants protect the cells
before ice crystals-associated damage by increasing of solute concentration. The
disadvantage of most of cryoprotectants is their cytotoxicity (135). Besides the
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treatment by cryoprotectants, the slow gradual cooling also helps to prevent the cell
damage during freezing procedure by allowing the sufficient water to leave the cell. The
ideal cooling rate should be optimize for each cell or tissue type, but the typical cooling
rate for mammalian cultures is around 1°C/minute (134, 136). After thawing, the cells
should be cultivated in optimal conditions for a certain time before using them for
experiments or administration into animals or humans as has been demonstrated by
Francois et al. (137). The authors showed that freshly thawed human mesenchymal
stromal cells temporarily lost their ability to suppress T cell activation. However, this
capability was fully restored after 24 h of cultivation of thawed cells on culture
polystyrene at 37°C with 5% CO2 which suggests the need of some time to renewal of
cell functions after thawing (137).

1.6.1 Cryoprotectants
Cryoprotectants could be divided into two groups: intracellular agents and
extracellular agents. The intracellular agents such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO),
glycerol or ethylene glycol penetrate into cells where prevent the ice crystals formation.
The extracellular agents such as sucrose, trehalose or raffinose persist outside the cell
and balance the osmotic pressure that occurs during freezing. Generally, it is believed
that the intracellular agents are more effective. For example, Janz et al. showed that
DMSO and glycerol (the intracellular cryopreservation agents) provided more
protective effects for mesenchymal stem cell viability than sucrose or trehalose (the
extracellular cryopreservation agents). Whereas the expression of stem cells surface
markers and the potential to differentiation remained unaffected (138).
The most widely used cryoprotectant is DMSO; however, high concentration of
DMSO causes cellular toxicity through plasma membrane pore formation (139) and/or
stimulation of apoptosis through inhibition of mitochondrial respiration and increasing
of intracellular calcium (140). The particular cytotoxic DMSO concentration depends
on the cell type, the time of exposure and the temperature during exposure (136, 141).
In addition, also FBS is often part of freezing medium. However, the usage of FBS is
often undesirable primarily for clinical applications because of the possible transmission
of prion and other zoonotic infections. It is possible to obtain FBS from countries free
of bovine spongiform encephalopathy; however these products are more expensive.
Moreover, FBS is a poorly understood substance with inherent variation between
sources and batches. On that account, the alternative cryoprotectants are tested such as
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sericin (silk protein) (142), dextran 40 (143), polyvinylpyrrolidone (144) or poly-Llysine (145).

1.6.1.1 Sericin as a cryoprotectant
Sericin is an amorphous sticky glycoprotein derived from the silkworm
(Bombyx mori) cocoon. It is the second major protein component (besides fibroin) of
silk and is extracted from the cocoon by a degumming process (a thermo-chemical
process) – the most efficiently by using of a sodium carbonate salt-boiling system (146).
Sericin is rich in the amino acid serine and is water soluble (147).
Sericin has a number of attractive properties that are the subject of current
research involving e.g. the promotion of mouse fibroblasts viability and collagen
production at certain sericin concentrations (148), the acceleration of mammalian cells
proliferation and production of monoclonal antibodies by hybridoma cells (149) or the
suppression of skin tumorigenesis (150) and colon carcinogenesis (151) in murine
models. In addition, a great advantage of sericin is that silk has been approved as a
biomaterial by the US Food and Drug Administration (152).
Sericin can be used as a cryoprotectant instead of FBS during freezing of various
cell types such as human adipose tissue-derived stem cells (153), myeloma cell lines,
ovarian cells, fibroblasts, keratinocytes and insect cell lines (142), rat insulinoma cell
lines, and mouse hybridoma cell lines (154). Wu et al. revealed that purified sericin
antifreeze peptide (named SM-AFP) with the sequence of TTSPTNVSTT is responsible
for prevention of ice crystal growth owing to hydrogen bond formation, hydrophobic
interactions and non-bond interactions between the peptide and ice (155). Thus, this
peptide could be used as a cryoprotectant instead of whole sericin.
Based on the literature, it seems that sericin can be an adequate replacement for
FBS during a freezing of cells; however, the use of sericin as a cryoprotectant should be
always evaluated for a particular cell type and experimental set-up.
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2 AIMS OF THE THESIS
I. To characterize the behavior of osteoblasts on differently treated graphene and
nanocrystalline diamond, with regard to cell adhesion and proliferation in the presence
and the absence of FBS proteins.
II. To characterize an early phase of cell adhesion with respect to the presence or
absence of FBS. To compare early cell adhesion of immortalized cell line and primary
cells.

III. To evaluate sericin as a substitute for FBS in a freezing medium for immortalized
cell line and primary cells.
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
All used materials and methods are described in detail in publications A-E. As
regards these publications, here is presented a list of used methods that were performed
by me and that belong to the biological part of this thesis. Materials and methods that
are not described in publications A-E are specified below in a full form.


Tested materials
o Nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) on silicon substrate


NCD treated with oxygen plasma (NCD-O)



NCD treated with hydrogen plasma (NCD-H)

o Graphene (G) on silicon substrate





Single-layer G treated with H2/Ar (1-LG)



Single-layer G treated in an oxidizing atmosphere (1-LG-O)

Culture of cells
o Human osteoblast-like cell line (SAOS-2) (in Publications A-E)
o Human dermal fibroblasts
o Human mesenchymal stem (stromal) cells (in Publication E)



(Immuno)fluorescence staining of cells, stained structures:
o Nuclei (in Publications A-E)
o Actin stress fibers (in Publications A-D)
o Vinculin (in Publications A-D)
o CD44 (in Publication D)
o Talin (in Publication D)
o pFAK-Y397 (in Publication D)
o Rho (Y486) (in Publication D)
o pERK1/2 (in Publication D)



Cell imaging by fluorescence microscopy (in Publications A-E)



Advanced image analyses
o Cell number determination (in Publications A-E)
o Cell area determination (in Publications A-D)
o Analysis of focal adhesions (in Publication B)
o Measurement of fluorescence intensity (in Publication D)
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o ImageJ (Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, U.S. National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Maryland, USA, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/, 1997-2016) and Cell
Profiler (Broad Institute, USA) softwares were used.


Cell adhesion strength determination (in Publication D)



CFU-F assay (colony-forming unit-fibroblast) (in Publication E)



Protein pre-adsorption on glass surfaces (in Publication D)



Cryopreservation of cells (in Publication E)



Statistical analyses
o One-way ANOVA (in Publication A)
o Nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test (in Publications B and C)
o Wilcoxon signed-rank test (in Publication E)
o STATISTICA Software (StatSoft, Czech Republic) was used

3.1 Inhibition of integrins
NCD samples were sterilized by 70% ethanol for 10 min and afterwards washed
by sterile demineralized water three times. SAOS-2 cells (50 000/cm2) were harvested
and centrifuged (300g, 7 min, 25°C). Cells were resuspended in medium without FBS
and with antibody anti αVβ5 (final concentration 20 ug/ml; mouse monoclonal antibody
anti human integrin αVβ5, RD Systems, USA) or antibody anti α5β1 (final
concentration 20 ug/ml; mouse monoclonal antibody anti human integrin α5β1 [P1D6],
Abcam, United Kingdom) or without any inhibition antibody as a control. Cells were
incubated in water bath (37°C) for 10 min and shaken in hand every minute.
Afterwards, FBS was added to cells (final concentration 15 %) and cells (400 µl) were
seeded onto 24-well plate (TPP, Switzerland).

3.1.1 Fluorescence staining
After 2 h, cells were fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature (RT) for
15 minutes and nuclei and actin filaments were fluorescently stained. Cells were
permeabilized by Triton X-100 (0,1%) at RT for 20 min. Cell nuclei were stained with
4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and actin
filaments with phalloidin conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500, Life Technologies,
USA). Fluorescence images of cells were obtained using Eclipse Ti-S microscope
(Nikon, Japan) and DS-Qi1Mc Digital Camera (Nikon, Japan).
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3.1.2 Statistical analysis
Cell number and cell area were calculated from ten images. Due to rejection of
normal distribution of assessed data, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with
subsequent post-hoc test based on pair-wise comparisons with the Bonferroni correction
was used for determination of significant differences between the datasets. P values of
less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. STATISTICA Software
(StatSoft, Czech Republic) was used for these statistical analyses.

3.2 qRT-PCR (quantitative polymerase chain reaction with reverse
transcription)
NCD samples were sterilized by 70% ethanol for 10 min and afterwards washed
by sterile demineralized water three times. SAOS-2 cells (30 000/cm2) were harvested
and centrifuged (300g, 7 min, 25°C). Cells were resuspended in medium with 15% FBS
or without FBS and seeded onto NCD samples in duplicates. After 2 h, total RNA was
isolated from cells using RNeasy Plus Micro Kit (Qiagen, Germany) according to the
manufacturer´s protocol.
Isolated RNA was analyzed on NanoDrop spectrophotometer ND-1000. Isolated
RNA (50 ng) was used for reverse transcription (RT) by means of SuperScript III
Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) according to the manufacturer´s
protocol. Each qPCR reaction was performed in tetraplicates on a LightCycler 480
(Roche, Germany) using Universal Probe Library System Technology (Roche,
Germany). The cDNA was diluted 5x prior to use in qPCR reaction as a template.
Controls with no template were used in each qPCR reaction. Primers used in qPCR are
listed in Table 1.
qPCR data were analyzed by means of Double Delta Ct method (relative
quantification) (156). All qPCR data (Ct values – cycle threshold) were normalized to
geometrical mean of three housekeeping genes. Afterwards, data from osteoblasts
cultivated on tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) with FBS were considered to be a
calibrator (standard) and all other data were normalized to this calibrator. Three
independent experiments were done and the specific expression level of tested gene was
considered to be relevant if the same result was observed in at least two experiments.
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Housekeeping genes
Human GAPDH

Human HPRT1

Human HMBS

forward primer 5'- AGCCACATCGCTCAGACAC - 3'
reverse primer

5'- GCCCAATACGACCAAATCC - 3'

forward primer 5'- TGACCTTGATTTATTTTGCATACC - 3'
reverse primer

5'- CGAGCAAGACGTTCAGTCCT - 3'

forward primer 5'- CTGAAAGGGCCTTCCTGAG - 3'
reverse primer

5'- CAGACTCCTCCAGTCAGGTACA - 3'

Tested genes
Human integrin α1
Human integrin α2
Human integrin α3
Human integrin α5
Human integrin αV
Human integrin β1
Human integrin β3
Human integrin β5

forward primer 5'- AATTGGCTCTAGTCACCATTGTT - 3'
reverse primer

5'- CAAATGAAGCTGCTGACTGGT - 3'

forward primer 5'- TCGTGCACAGTTTTGAAGATG - 3'
reverse primer

5'- TGGAACACTTCCTGTTGTTACC - 3'

forward primer 5'- GAGGACATGTGGCTTGGAGT - 3'
reverse primer

5'- GTAGCGGTGGGCACAGAC - 3'

forward primer 5'- CCCATTGAATTTGACAGCAA - 3'
reverse primer

5'- TGCAAGGACTTGTACTCCACA - 3'

forward primer 5'-CATGTCCTCCTTATACAATTTTACTGG - 3'
reverse primer

5'- GCAGCTACAGAAAATCCGAAA - 3'

forward primer 5'- CGATGCCATCATGCAAGT - 3'
reverse primer

5'- ACACCAGCAGCCGTGTAAC - 3'

forward primer 5'- CGCTAAATTTGAGGAAGAACG - 3'
reverse primer

5'- GAAGGTAGACGTGGCCTCTTT - 3'

forward primer 5'- GGAGTTTGCAAAGTTTCAGAGC - 3'
reverse primer

5'- TGTGCGTGGAGATAGGCTTT - 3'

Table 1: PCR primers used for qPCR. GAPDH - glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase, HPRT 1 - hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1, HMBS hydroxymethylbilane synthase
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3.3 Transcriptomic profiling
SAOS-2 cells (15 000 cells/cm2) were plated onto TCPS with and without FBS in
duplicates. After 2 h, total RNA was isolated from cells using RNeasy Plus Micro Kit
(Qiagen, Germany) according to the manufacturer´s protocol. The quality of the total
RNA was evaluated using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer system (Agilent, USA).
Microarray experiments were performed using the Affymetrix Human Gene 2.1 ST
Array Strips processed by Affymetrix GeneAtlas system (Affymetrix, USA) according
to the manufacturer´s protocol. Acquired data were analyzed through the use of Partek
Genomics Suite 6.6 (Partek, St. Louis, Missouri). The data were normalized by Robust
Multichip

Average

algorithm,

which

uses

background

adjustment,

quantile

normalization and summarization. Pathway and network analysis including assessment
of overrepresentation of differentially expressed probes in canonical, metabolic and
signalling pathways and ontological classes, common regulator effects and in silico
network construction was performed using the Ingenuity Pathways Analysis software
(IPA, www.qiagen.com/ingenuity). Except the culture of cells and isolation of RNA, all
steps were performed by colleagues from Institute of Biology and Medical Genetics of
the First Faculty of Medicine.

3.4 Transfection of cells
SAOS-2 cells were transfected by DNA plasmid pGZ21 containing full-length
chicken vinculin cDNA linked with green fluorescent protein (GFP) coding sequence
under cytomegalovirus promoter control (157). The transfection was performed using
Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) according to the manufacturer's
instructions. Stable expression of vinculin-GFP was achieved using selective medium
containing geneticin G418 (0.6 mg/ml; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). For
achievement of cells with stable gene expression from monocolony, cells were seeded
into 96-well plate at very low concentration (500 cells/plate) 90 days after application of
selective medium.

3.5 Live-cell imaging
A dish with thin glass bottom (WillCo Wells B.V., Netherlands) was placed into a
chamber in Okolab system for live-cell microscopy (Okolab, Italy) with controlled
environment (37°C and 5% CO2). Afterwards, SAOS-2 cells with stable expression of
vinculin-GFP (20 000 cells/cm2) were plated onto prepared dish and imaged for 48 h
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using a Nikon TE2000E microscope (Nikon, Japan). Images were captured using CFI
Apo TIRF 60X Oil objective (N.A. 1.49; Nikon, Japan) and 488 nm excitation laser
(Nikon, Japan). The emission of fluorophore was detected using 515/30 nm band-pass
filters. Moreover, cells were imaged also using differential interference contrast
(Nomarski interference contrast).

3.6 Adhesion experiments with primary human fibroblasts and
human mesenchymal stem cells
3.6.1 Primary human fibroblasts
Normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDF) were isolated from facial skin
removed during cosmetic plastic surgery from donors after providing informed, written
consent in collaboration with hospital Lochotín, Czech Republic. NHDF were obtained
from the dermis by the digestion method (158). Fibroblasts were cultivated in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium–low glucose (DMEM) medium (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA) supplemented with 10% heat inactivated FBS (PAA, Austria),
penicillin (20 U/ml; Sigma-Aldrich, USA), streptomycin (20 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich,
USA), D-glucose (2 g/l; Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and L-glutamine (2 mM;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) at 37 °C and in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. NHDF in the 3rd
– 4th passage were used for experiments.

3.6.2 Human mesenchymal stem cells
Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) were obtained from healthy donors
after providing informed, written consent. Bone marrow blood was aspirated from the
posterior iliac crest and the mononuclear fraction was isolated by gradient
centrifugation. The adherent cells were cultivated in a-MEM medium (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA) with 10% heat inactivated FBS (PAA, Austria), penicillin (20U/mL;
Sigma-Aldrich) and streptomycin (20 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich). Experiments were
performed with hMSCs from two donors in passage number one.

3.6.3 Cell seeding
Cells were collected at 50 – 90% confluence using trypsin (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA), washed in FBS-free medium and resuspended in medium with 10%
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FBS or FBS-free medium. Cells were seeded onto tissue culture polystyrene (TPP,
Switzerland) at a density of 15 000 cells/cm2 and cultivated for 2 h.

3.6.4 Immunofluorescence staining
After 2 h, cells were fixed and imunofluorescently stained as described in
Publication D.

3.6.5 Statistical analysis
As regard cell number and cell area, the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test was
used to determine the significant differences between the datasets, and p-values of less
than 0.01 were considered as statistically significant. STATISTICA Software (StatSoft,
Czech Republic) was used for these statistical analyses.
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4 RESULTS
4.1 List of original publications used for PhD thesis
A) Martina Verdanova, Antonin Broz, Martin Kalbac, Marie Kalbacova (2012):
Influence of oxygen and hydrogen treated graphene on cell adhesion in the
presence or absence of fetal bovine serum. Phys. Status Solidi B 249, 12, 2503–
2506. IF2012 = 1.489
B) Marie Hubalek Kalbacova, Martina Verdanova, Antonin Broz, Aliaksei
Vetushka, Antonin Fejfar, Martin Kalbac (2014): Modulated surface of singlelayer graphene controls cell behavior. Carbon 72, 207-214. IF2014 = 6.196
C) Martina Verdanova, Bohuslav Rezek, Antonin Broz, Egor Ukraintsev, Oleg
Babchenko, Anna Artemenko, Tibor Izak, Alexander Kromka, Martin Kalbac,
Marie Hubalek Kalbacova (2016): Nanocarbon Allotropes - Graphene and
Nanocrystalline Diamond - Promote Cell Proliferation. Small 12, 18, 2499–
2509. IF2014 = 8.368
D) Martina Verdanova, Pavla Sauerova, Ute Hempel, Marie Hubalek Kalbacova
(2016): The effect of serum proteins on initial osteoblast adhesion. Biochemistry
and Cell Biology – submitted

E) Martina Verdanova, Robert Pytlik, Marie Hubalek Kalbacova (2014):
Evaluation of Sericin as a Fetal Bovine Serum-Replacing Cryoprotectant During
Freezing of Human Mesenchymal Stromal Cells and Human Osteoblast-Like
Cells. Biopreservation and Biobanking 12, 2, 99-105. IF2014 = 1.340

Above mentioned publications are included in a full form in this PhD thesis. For a
complete list of articles with my contribution see the Complete list of my publications.
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4.2 Publications A-C
The Publications A-C are focused on behavior of human osteoblasts (SAOS-2
cells, cell line derived from the primary osteosarcoma) cultivated on large-scale
graphene (G, Publication A-C) or nanocrystalline diamond (NCD, Publication C) for a
short time (2 h) and a longer time (48 h). Bone implant coating or cellular sensors are
the possible applications of these carbon nanomaterials in terms of the research in this
thesis. For this reason, basic information on cell interactions with these materials is
essential and thus far only little explored.
In this thesis, cell adhesion on G and NCD is characterized under two conditions:
1) Standard conditions - in the presence of FBS that forms protein layer on materials
fast and cells adhere rather on this protein layer than on plain material itself
2) Non-standard conditions - in the absence of FBS, the cells adhere directly on the
plain material
This research has an interdisciplinary character and is composed of two parts –
biological and material. The biological part of this complex research was performed by
me and will be presented in this thesis predominantly. The material part of this research
was performed by colleagues from J. Heyrovsky Institute of Physical Chemistry of the
Czech Academy of Sciences and Institute of Physics of the Czech Academy of
Sciences. For a full understanding of the research in this thesis, the material part will be
also presented; however less than biological part.
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4.2.1 Publication A: Influence of oxygen and hydrogen treated
graphene on cell adhesion in the presence or absence of fetal
bovine serum

Martina Verdanova, Antonin Broz, Martin Kalbac, Marie Kalbacova (2012):
Influence of oxygen and hydrogen treated graphene on cell adhesion in the presence or
absence of fetal bovine serum. Phys. Status Solidi B 249, 12, 2503–2506. IF2012 = 1.489
A groundbreaking discovery and description of electrical properties of a new
material - graphene was published in Science in 2004 (9). In 2010, Andre Geim and
Konstantin Novoselov were awarded by the Nobel Prize in Physics for "groundbreaking
experiments regarding the two-dimensional material graphene". Based on graphene
exciting properties (at once very thin and strong material), graphene has promised many
fascinating applications in electronics. Luckily, my tutor had access to this great
material and had started the experiments with regard to cell cultivation on graphene for
possible applications in biology and medicine. These fundamental experiments
demonstrated that CVD-grown graphene (without additional surface treatment) was
suitable substrate for cultivation of human osteoblasts and mesenchymal stem cells (21).
Based on these promising results, my research has started with a study of behavior of
human osteoblasts on differently treated graphene (Publication A).
A focus in Publication A was on osteoblast adhesion at 2 h after cell seeding on
hydrogen treated (hydrophobic) or oxygen treated (hydrophilic) graphene. This was the
first time when graphene was modified by this way. Osteoblast adhesion was
characterized in the presence of FBS (standard conditions) and in the absence of FBS
(non-standard conditions).
The used graphenes were characterized by contact angle measurement: graphene
that was treated with hydrogen demonstrated hydrophobic properties (CA 90°) whereas
graphene treated with oxygen exhibited hydrophilic properties (CA 58°). Interestingly,
the control tissue culture treated polystyrene (TCPS) revealed the same CA (58°) as
graphene treated with oxygen.
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The osteoblast adhesion was investigated by visualization of a) cell nuclei in order
to cell number determination, b) actin filaments in order to cell area assessment and c)
vinculin for characterization of cell focal adhesions using fluorescence microscopy and
advanced image analysis.
It was shown that larger differences were observed between osteoblast adhesion
in the presence and absence of FBS than between hydrogen and oxygen treated
graphenes. Osteoblasts had star-like shape and larger cell area on all substrates (both
types of graphene and TCPS used as control) in the absence of FBS compared to
substrates where protein layer from FBS was formed (Fig. 1 and 2 in the enclosed
Publication A). Moreover, higher amount of cells adhered on both graphenes in FBS
absence compared to FBS presence after 2 h of cultivation (Fig. 2 in the enclosed
Publication A).
As regards cell size, osteoblasts on graphene treated with hydrogen showed
larger cell area than cells on graphene treated with oxygen. This was the only difference
in osteoblast behavior on variously treated graphenes.

In this initial paper, the first promising findings about adhesion of osteoblasts on
hydrogen or oxygen treated graphene after 2 h in the presence or absence of FBS were
described. However, we were interested in cell reactions also after longer time period.
Moreover, the used graphenes were characterized by contact angle measurement in this
paper; however, an additional material characterization was not accomplished due to not
yet developed techniques for determination of properties of this fine one atom thick
layer carbon material. For these reasons, our research continued with a characterization
of cell behavior after longer time period (48 h) and more detailed characterization of
cell adhesion on researched materials after short time period (2 h). In addition, other
important characterization of used graphenes was carried out. These results are
presented in publication B.
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4.2.2 Publication B: Modulated surface of single-layer graphene
controls cell behavior
Marie Hubalek Kalbacova, Martina Verdanova, Antonin Broz, Aliaksei Vetushka,
Antonin Fejfar, Martin Kalbac (2014): Modulated surface of single-layer graphene
controls cell behavior. Carbon 72, 207-214. IF2014 = 6.196
This paper builds on previous encouraging studies (Publication A) about
osteoblast adhesion on differently treated graphenes after 2 h of cultivation and extends
the previous observations. In addition, we wanted to know how osteoblasts will react on
their cultivation on the same graphene samples after longer time (48 h). Similarly to the
Publication A, we researched hydrogen treated (1-LG, hydrophobic) and oxygen treated
(1-LG-O, hydrophilic) graphene.
Here, we were focused on deeper characterization of used graphenes. The
roughness of both graphene samples (1-LG and 1-LG-O) on underlying substrate
(pristine SiO2/Si) was characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Visible
nanowrinkles on both graphenes were observed (Fig. 1 in the enclosed Publication B).
A roughness of 1-LG (2.03 nm) was slightly higher than of 1-LG-O (1.05 nm).
Furthermore, properties of the graphenes samples were described using Raman
spectrometer. The Raman measurement indicated a slightly increased amount of defects
on 1-LG-O than in 1-LG that could result in different charge characteristics of both
graphenes (Fig. 2 in the enclosed Publication B). These all material measurements were
performed by colleagues from J. Heyrovsky Institute of Physical Chemistry of the
Czech Academy of Sciences and Institute of Physics of the Czech Academy of
Sciences.
Our biological group was focused on osteoblast behavior on this hydrogen
treated (1-LG, hydrophobic) and oxygen treated (1-LG-O, hydrophilic) graphene after 2
h and 48 h of cultivation. We used the same molecular biology methods as in
publication A, i.e. fluorescence microscopy with advanced image analysis. The larger
role of FBS than of graphene treatment on cell adhesion on graphenes after 2 h of
cultivation was confirmed. However, after 48 h of cultivation, the differences between
cell behavior on differently treated graphenes were observed, namely more and larger
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cells were detected on 1-LG than on 1-LG-O. 1-LG promoted cell proliferation as well
as cell spreading (Fig. 5 and 6 in the enclosed Publication B).
For 48 h of cell cultivation, the non-standard conditions mean that FBS was not
present in medium during first 2 h. However, since FBS is essential for cell survival
during longer cultivation, FBS was added to cells after first 2 h. Thus, additional 46 h of
cell cultivation proceeded in the presence of FBS.
As regards role of FBS, it seems that FBS has a negative effect on cell adhesion
because of more and larger cells adhered on both graphenes in FBS absence. Contrary,
after 48 h of cell cultivation, cells that adhered in FBS absence are inhibited in cell
proliferation and spreading despite the fact that the FSB was present in medium for
additional 46 h of cell cultivation (Fig. 5 and 6 in the enclosed Publication B).
In this paper, cell adhesion was also analyzed for number of FAs, average area
of a single FA and percentage of area covered by FAs in individual cells after 48 h of
cell cultivation. Cells on 1-LG-O in FBS presence had a smaller number of larger FAs
(forming clusters) compared to other substrates. However, despite various individual
FA number and size, the same adhesion area of cells was comparable on most of the
tested samples (Fig. 7 in the enclosed Publication B).
Thus, it was shown that 1-LG and 1-LG-O have diverse properties (wettability,
roughness, and defects) that affect cell behavior, especially after longer cultivation (48
h). Various cell behavior is also affected by the proteins originated from FBS that
probably adhere differently on variously modified graphenes.

Based on these attractive results, more experiments with 1-LG and 1-LG-O and
human osteoblasts were performed to confirm the obtained results. Moreover, osteoblast
behavior on another carbon nanomaterial – nanocrystalline diamond – was studied and
compared to cell behavior on graphenes. These results are presented in publication C.
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4.2.3 Publication C: Nanocarbon Allotropes - Graphene and
Nanocrystalline Diamond - Promote Cell Proliferation
Martina Verdanova, Bohuslav Rezek, Antonin Broz, Egor Ukraintsev, Oleg
Babchenko, Anna Artemenko, Tibor Izak, Alexander Kromka, Martin Kalbac, Marie
Hubalek Kalbacova (2016): Nanocarbon Allotropes - Graphene and Nanocrystalline
Diamond - Promote Cell Proliferation. Small 12, 18, 2499–2509. IF2014 = 8.368
In the previous two publications (A and B), we showed exciting differences in
osteoblast behavior when they are cultivated on hydrogen-treated (hydrophobic) and
oxygen-treated (hydrophilic) graphene. Moreover, a big role of initial absence of FBS
on osteoblast adhesion and proliferation was demonstrated as well. Based on these
attractive findings we were curious how osteoblasts will react to another carbon
nanomaterial – nanocrystalline diamond, in fact the chemically same material as
graphene and with similar application potential; however with different arrangements of
carbon atoms.
This paper describes human osteoblast behavior on two different carbon
allotropes – NCD and G. The same hydrogen treated graphene (hydrophobic 1-LG) and
oxygen treated graphene (hydrophilic 1-LG-O) as in publication A and B were used.
The studied NCDs were also divided into two types – hydrogen treated NCD
(hydrophobic NCD-H) and oxygen treated NCD (hydrophilic NCD-O). The different
treatment of G and NCD (by hydrogen or oxygen) results in various wettability
(hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity) that can have a great impact on cell behavior.
Studied G and NCD were characterized in detail by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), AFM, Raman microspectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and contact
angle measurement that were performed by colleagues from J. Heyrovsky Institute of
Physical Chemistry of the Czech Academy of Sciences and Institute of Physics of the
Czech Academy of Sciences.
Based on AFM measurements, it was shown that 1-LG-O had low roughness (5 ±
2 nm), comparable to control TCPS. 1-LG revealed slightly higher degree of roughness
(9 ± 3 nm) than 1-LG-O. Both NCD films had even higher roughness (20 ± 3 nm);
however, the values were still within the nanoscale (Tab. 1 in the enclosed Publication
C). Although the equally prepared 1-LG and 1-LG-O were used in Publication B and
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Publication C, slightly diverse roughness (RMS) were acquired (2.03 nm and 9 ± 3 nm
for 1-LG / 1.05 nm and 5 ± 2 nm). This dissimilarity could be caused by the fact that
both measurements were performed by various persons from various institutes with
subtle differences in used methods. Moreover, the AFM measurements here were
carried out in more detail, because of more developed techniques during the time.
If we took together data from SEM (surface morphology) and AFM (surface
roughness – RMS and skew/kurtosis values), we were able to depict the schematic
cross-sectional representations of the surface morphologies on studied NCD and G (Fig.
1 in the enclosed Publication C). The principal conclusion of these challenging studies
about surface topography of NCD and G was theory that 1-LG-O is almost flat
substrate; 1-LG has nanowrinkled morphology and both NCDs are relatively rough (in
nanoscale) surfaces.
Based on contact angle measurement, the most hydrophilic material was NCD-O
(15°) followed by 1-LG-O (58°), which had the same CA as control TCPS. On the other
hand, the most hydrophobic material was NCD-H (100°) followed by 1-LG (90°) (Tab.
1 in the enclosed Publication C).
Osteoblast behavior was investigated on these 4 nanomaterials (1-LG, 1-LG-O,
NCD-O and NCD-H) and control TCPS in the presence or initial absence of FBS for 2 h
and 48 h of cultivation. Repeatedly, immunofluorescence staining of nuclei and actin
filaments followed by fluorescence microscopy with advanced image analysis were
methods used in this publication.
Since many variables were examined, the effect of nanomaterial (NCD versus G)
irrespective of their particular surface treatment and only in the presence of FBS during
whole time was presented at first. It was shown that fewest cells adhered to G and these
cells were the smallest ones. On the other hand, cells on G revealed superior
proliferation in comparison to NCD (Fig. 5 in the enclosed Publication C). In more
detailed point of view, it was demonstrated that behind the accelerated cell proliferation
on G, more properties of 1-LG were present than of 1-LG-O. However, 1-LG-O still
promoted cell proliferation more than both NCD. Similar degrees of cell adhesion and
proliferation were observed on hydrophilic NCD-O and hydrophobic NCD-H (Fig. 6 in
the enclosed Publication C).
When cells adhere on studied materials in the absence of FBS, comparable
numbers of cells were detected on all the tested substrates that are in contrast to
standard conditions with FBS presence in medium. Generally, around twice as many
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cells adhered to all the substrates in the absence of FBS than in its presence, which
suggests that FBS reduces cell adhesion. This observation is in agreement with results
from publications A and B. It was shown again that the lack of FBS for the first 2 h of
cultivation suppresses further cell proliferation (Fig. 7 in the enclosed Publication C).
However, the highest cell proliferation on 1-LG was detected under non-standard
conditions (FBS absence during first 2 h of cultivation) as well under standard
conditions (FBS presence during whole time of cultivation). This is advantage in terms
of the potential use of 1-LG as bioelectronics sensor and actuator where protein
interlayers often affect sensor performance.
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4.3 Detailed

characterization

of

osteoblast

adhesion

on

nanocrystalline diamond
The previous study of our group (60) showed that cells those adhered on
nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) samples with hydrophilic/hydrophobic stripes
(achieved by oxygen/hydrogen treatment) preferred a hydrophilic NCD to adhesion. For
this reason, more detailed characterization of osteoblast adhesion on NCD samples with
hydrogen treatment (NCD-H, hydrophobic) and oxygen treatment (NCD-O,
hydrophilic) on their entire surface was performed simultaneously to the experiments
described in Publication C.
Since cell reactions to underlying substrate are mediated by protein layer formed
between substrate and cells, we wondered whether some FBS proteins bind
preferentially to NCD-O in comparison to NCD-H or vice versa. Since it is generally
known that specific proteins are bound by specific integrins in cell membrane (83), we
decided to focus on involvement of specific integrins in osteoblast adhesion to NCD-O
and NCD-H. We choose integrin α5β1 (known as receptor for fibronectin) (159) and
integrin αVβ5 (known as receptor for vitronectin) (160) as fibronectin and vitronectin
are the best known adhesion proteins contained in the serum. For this purpose,
inhibition of integrin α5β1 or αVβ5 in osteoblasts by antibodies was performed after
series of optimization experiments. Osteoblasts with inhibition antibodies anti-integrin
α5β1 or αVβ5 were seeded onto NCD-O and NCD-H and after 2 h, cell number and cell
area were assessed in comparison to control without inhibition antibody.
The results (Figure 6) showed that no statistically significant differences were
observed between numbers of cells adhered on NCD-H or NCD-O with inhibition of
integrin α5β1 or αVβ5 in comparison to a control without inhibition antibody. This is
caused by relatively large variance of measured values. However, statistically
significantly lower amount of cells adhered on NCD-H with inhibited integrin α5β1
(62%) compared to number of cells adhered to NCD-O with inhibited integrin α5β1
(89%). On the other hand, lower amount of cells (but not statistically significantly)
adhered on NCD-O with inhibited integrin αVβ5 (48%) compared to number of cells
adhered to NCD-H with inhibited integrin αVβ5 (78%).
It seems that osteoblasts use the fibronectin receptor (integrin α5β1) to a larger
extent for adhesion to hydrophobic NCD-H than to hydrophilic NCD-O. In contrast,
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osteoblasts probably employ the vitronectin receptor (integrin αVβ5) more for adhesion

percentage of adhered cells

to hydrophilic NCD-O than to hydrophobic NCD-H.

200%
180%
160%
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100%
80%
60%
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20%
0%

*

100%

78%

100%
62%

89%
48%

NCD-H, w/o NCD-H, AB NCD-H, AB NCD-O, w/o NCD-O, AB NCD-O, AB
inhib. AB anti αVβ5 anti α5β1 inhib. AB anti αVβ5 anti α5β1

Figure 6: Cell number of osteoblasts cultivated after inhibiton of integrin αVβ5 or
α5β1 on NCD-H and NCD-O surfaces for 2 h (N=10 fields of view). Medians with
interquartile ranges are expressed. * - statistically significant difference at p < 0.05
For cell area (Figure 7), no statistically significant differences were observed
between cell areas of cells adhered on NCD-H or NCD-O with inhibition of integrin
α5β1 or αVβ5 in comparison to a control without inhibition antibody. However, smaller
cell area (approximately 75 %) was detected in cells with inhibited integrin αVβ5
(vitronectin receptor) on both NCD-H and NCD-O compared to control. We could
conclude that vitronectin promotes osteoblast spreading on both NCD-H and NCD-O.
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Figure 7: Cell area of osteoblasts cultivated after inhibiton of integrin αVβ5 or
α5β1 on NCD-H and NCD-O surfaces for 2 h (N=10 fields of view). Medians with
interquartile ranges are expressed.
Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction with Reverse Transcription (qRT-PCR)
was used as a next method for more detailed characterization of osteoblast adhesion on
NCD-H and NCD-O with respect to the presence or the absence of FBS. Osteoblasts
were seeded on NCD-H, NCD-O and TCPS as a control in the presence and the absence
of FBS (Table 2). After 2 h, RNA was isolated from all the tested samples and
transcribed into cDNA using reverse transcriptase. Afterwards, quantitative PCR was
performed with primers for various integrin subunits – α1, α2, α3, α5, αV, β1, β3 and β5
(Table 3).

Osteoblasts cultivated on

Osteoblasts cultivated on

Osteoblasts cultivated on

TCPS for 2 h

NCD-H for 2 h

NCD-O for 2 h

with FBS

without FBS

with FBS

without FBS

with FBS

without FBS

Table 2: Samples that were subjected to qRT-PCR analyses. RNA was isolated from
these samples.

investigated α integrin subunits α1, α2, α3, α5, αV
investigated β integrin subunits

β1, β3, β5

Table 3: Investigated α and β subunits of integrin receptors.
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Integrin receptors are heterodimers composed of two subunits (α and β) and
many (but not all) combinations of α and β subunits exist. For this reason, the
expression of various individual α and β integrin subunits (Tab. 3) were investigated.
Since integrin receptors work as dimers (α and β subunits together), the known
combinations of tested integrin subunits is presented here as a result of performed
experiments (Table 4).
The results (Table 4) are derived from three independent experiments that were
performed in tetraplicates. Only the same result acquired in at least two experiments
from three was considered as relevant. Expression level of tested integrin subunits was
normalized to osteoblasts those were cultivated on TCPS with FBS (standard,
calibrator). No tested integrins (both subunits) were up-regulated on NCD substrates
compared to TCPS in the presence of FBS. Integrins α1β1 (collagen IV and laminin-1
receptor) and α2β1 (collagen and laminin receptor) were expressed at the same level in
osteoblasts those adhered on NCD-O without FBS as in osteoblasts those adhered on
TCPS with FBS. Integrins αVβ1 (vitronectin and fibronectin receptor) and αVβ3
(fibronectin, vitronectin, and thrombospondin receptor) were expressed at the same
level in osteoblasts those adhered on NCD-H with FBS as in osteoblasts those adhered
on TCPS with FBS.
Interestingly, integrin α5β5 (vitronectin receptor) was identically downregulated in osteoblasts that adhered on NCD-H with and also without FBS compared to
TCPS with FBS sample. Finally, integrins αVβ3 (fibronectin, vitronectin, and
thrombospondin receptor) and αVβ5 (vitronectin receptor) were downregulated in
osteoblasts that adhered on TCPS without FBS compared to TCPS with FBS.
For integrins α5β1 and αVβ5 that were investigated in previous section of this
chapter (integrin inhibition by antibodies), no relevant expression profiles in cells those
adhered on NCD-H and NCD-O were detected by qRT-PCR. It could be caused by
different principles of both methods (adhesion with inhibited integrins by antibody and
detection of RNA level of individual integrin subunits).
To conclude, it seems that osteoblasts those adhered on NCD-H do not prefer
adhesion through vitronectin.
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TCPS

TCPS

NCD-O

NCD-O

NCD-H

with FBS

without FBS

with FBS

without FBS

with FBS

α1β1

αVβ1

(collagen IV

(vitronectin and

and laminin-1)

fibronectin)

αVβ3
calibrator

(fibronectin,
vitronectin,

x

thrombospondin)

calibrator

calibrator

αVβ5
(vitronectin)

x

α2β1
x

(collagen and
laminin)

x

x

NCD-H
without
FBS
α5β5
(vitronectin)

αVβ3
(fibronectin,
vitronectin,

x

thrombospondin)
α5β5 (vitronectin)

x

Table 4: Summary of qRT-PCR results. Expression level of known combinations of
integrin subunits in osteoblasts cultivated on NCD-O, NCD-H or TCPS in FBS presence
(with FBS) or the absence (without FBS) normalized to TCPS with FBS. Gray color
indicates the same expression level as TCPS with FBS. Blue color indicates downregulation in comparison to TCPS with FBS. The empty boxes mean that no identical
expression level of known combination of α and β integrin subunits were detected in at
least two experiments. Known ligands of specific integrins are stated in brackets. This
table is derived from 3 independent experiments that were done in tetraplicates.
To confirm these results, one pilot transcriptomic profiling experiment using
microarray from Affymetrix was performed in collaboration with prof. Ondřej Šeda
from Institute of Biology and Medical Genetics of the First Faculty of Medicine,
Charles University in Prague and General University Hospital. This experiment was
performed with osteoblasts seeded only on TCPS in the presence and the absence of
FBS for 2 h. Unfortunately, no significant differences in integrin expression were
detected by this method.

Taken together, we found out repeatedly that a cell adhesion in the absence of
FBS differs extensively from a cell adhesion in FBS presence. For this reason, the effect
of FBS on cell adhesion was further studied in more detail. Since these differences were
observed regardless of used material, additional cell adhesion studies were performed
only with TCPS. At first, effect of FBS proteins on osteoblast adhesion was
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investigated. These results are presented in publication D that is under review in these
days. Because of the effect of FBS proteins on cell adhesion could be cell type specific;
this phenomenon was studied also with primary human fibroblasts and human
mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs). Since these results are not a part of the publication
D, the results comparing effect of FBS on cell adhesion of all three above mentioned
cell types will be presented in this thesis separately in a full form.
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4.4 The effect of serum proteins on initial osteoblast adhesion on
tissue culture polystyrene
4.4.1 Publication D: The effect of serum proteins on initial osteoblast
adhesion
Martina Verdanova, Pavla Sauerova, Ute Hempel, Marie Hubalek Kalbacova (2016):
The effect of serum proteins on initial osteoblast adhesion. Biochemistry and Cell
Biology – submitted

This paper describes osteoblast adhesion on TCPS in the presence of FBS and in
its absence 2 h after cell seeding. These two types of osteoblast adhesion differed a lot.
More osteoblasts adhered on the TCPS surface in the absence of FBS proteins; these
osteoblasts were larger, had a star-like shape and their adhesion strength was stronger
(Fig. 2 in the enclosed Publication D). For more detailed characterization of osteoblast
adhesion quality, the expression of the membrane protein CD44, signaling proteins
(FAK, Rho, ERK 1/2), focal adhesion structural proteins (vinculin and talin) and actin
cytoskeleton were studied by fluorescence microscopy. It was shown that no classic
FAs were formed during osteoblast adhesion in FBS absence On the other hand, classic
and similar to each other FAs were formed when 1%, 5% or 15% FBS was presented in
medium (Fig. 1 in the enclosed Publication D). All studied signaling proteins (FAK,
Rho and ERK 1/2) were expressed in a lesser extent in the osteoblasts those adhered
without FBS proteins compared to the osteoblasts those adhered onto FBS proteins (Fig.
3 and 4 in the enclosed Publication D).
In order to evaluate the effect of the individual selected proteins originating from
FBS on osteoblast adhesion, osteoblasts were seeded onto immobilized FN and VN for
2 h and 20 h. The osteoblasts that were cultivated on FN, VN and FBS exhibited
comparable morphologies and FA patterns following a short period of cultivation (2 h);
however, this similarity lessened after longer periods of cultivation (20 h). In contrast,
the osteoblasts that were seeded and cultivated directly on the surface exhibited a
morphology that differed significantly from the outset from those cells exposed to
particular proteins. Moreover, no FAs were formed in FBS absence after 2 h, but big
and pronounced FAs were produced in a few survived cells after 20 h (Fig. 5 and 6 in
the enclosed Publication D).
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4.4.2 Detailed characterization of initial osteoblast adhesion on tissue
culture polystyrene depending on the presence and the absence
of FBS
Moreover, we were interested in real-time monitoring of osteoblast adhesion in
the presence and the absence of FBS by fluorescence microscopy. For these purposes,
osteoblast cell line with stable expression of protein vinculin conjugated with GFP was
prepared. For method optimization experiments, this stable cell line was seeded on glass
surface (special surface for microscopy) in FBS presence and osteoblasts were
monitored in real-time by fluorescence microscope for 48 h with increased imaging
frequency during first 2 h.
Unfortunately, the optimization of this method failed despite series of
optimization experiments with various set-ups and usage of a special heating chamber
for monitoring of live cells by microscope. The biggest problem was early cell death
caused by relatively frequent illumination of cells by blue laser and lower temperature
in heating chamber. The other problem was a fast photobleaching of GFP.

For detailed characterization of osteoblast adhesion to TCPS in the presence and
the absence of FBS after 2 h, one pilot transcriptomic profiling experiment using
microarray from Affymetrix was performed in collaboration with prof. Ondřej Šeda.
Many of transcripts (known and also unknown) showed changed expression in
osteoblasts those adhered in FBS absence compared to osteoblasts those adhered in FBS
presence. However, the most interesting result for us was the inhibition of ERK as an
upstream driver that was predicted based on down-regulation of specific genes (Figure
8) in osteoblasts those adhered in FBS absence. Inhibition of cell proliferation was
predicted as a corresponding downstream function. In addition, FAK was found as a
protein having some relationship with down- and up-regulated genes in osteoblasts
those adhered in FBS absence (Figure 9).
Taken together, these findings about ERK and FAK based on transcriptomic
profiling corresponds with observations from immunofluorescence staining of proteins
presented in Publication D (chapter 4.4.1).
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Figure 8: Predicted effects of down-regulated genes in osteoblasts cultivated in FBS
absence compared to the osteoblasts cultivated in FBS presence for 2 h (generated
by IPA software).

Figure 9: Network of affected genes in osteoblasts cultivated in FBS absence
compared to the osteoblasts cultivated in FBS presence for 2 h (generated by IPA
software).
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Nevertheless, the Publication D showed that osteoblast adhesion mediated by
FBS proteins differs extensively from the osteoblast adhesion without FBS protein
contribution. The characterization of cell adhesion in the absence of FBS is necessary
for many medical applications because of FBS cannot be used for clinical purposes.
Study of “direct” cell adhesion to materials without contribution of proteins is important
also for characterization of a pure interaction between cells and specific substrates.
However, the effect of FBS on cell adhesion could be cell type specific. That is why the
principal adhesion experiments were performed also with other cell types (primary
human fibroblasts and hMSCs). The results comparing adhesion of osteoblasts,
fibroblasts and hMSCs in the presence and the absence of FBS will be described in the
next chapter in a full form.

4.5 Effect of FBS on initial adhesion of osteoblasts, fibroblasts and
mesenchymal stem cells
Comparison of cell adhesion of human osteoblast-like cell line (SAOS-2), primary
human fibroblasts and human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) onto TCPS in the
presence and the absence of FBS at 2 h after cell seeding was performed. Cell
morphology of these cells is presented in Figure 10. Osteoblasts and hMSCs that
adhered on FBS proteins had round shape in contrast to fibroblasts that had elongated
and ragged shape. On the contrary, cell shape of osteoblasts and hMSCs that adhered on
TCPS without FBS proteins had ragged shape and reversely fibroblasts had mostly
round shape.
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Figure 10: Phase contrast images of osteoblasts, fibroblasts and hMSCs that were
cultivated with or without FBS for 2 h.
This observation correlates with measured cell area (Figure 11). Osteoblasts that
adhered on FBS had smaller cell area than those adhered on TCPS without FBS
proteins. The opposite state was found in fibroblasts. The similar cell area was observed
in hMSCs that were seeded in FBS presence and absence. However, large variations
were detected in cell area measurement of hMSCs.
As regards cell number, lower amount of osteoblasts was observed when cells
adhered on TCPS in FBS presence than in FBS absence. The opposite situation was
detected in fibroblasts and hMSCs where more cells was detected in FBS presence
during cell seeding (Figure 12).
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Figure 11: Cell area of osteoblasts (N=2000 cells), fibroblasts (N=450 cells) and
hMSCs (N=250 cells) that were cultivated with or without FBS for 2 h. Medians with
interquartile ranges are expressed. ** = p < 0.001, Mann-Whitney test (with vs. without
FBS)
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Figure 12: Cell number of osteoblasts (N=400 fields of view), fibroblasts (N=140
fields of view) and hMSCs (N=40 fields of view) that were cultivated with or without
FBS for 2 h. Medians with interquartile ranges are expressed. ** = p < 0.001, MannWhitney test (with vs. without FBS)
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To characterize a cell adhesion quality, the expression of proteins such as actin,
vinculin, talin, CD44, pFAK, Rho and pERK1/2 in osteoblasts, fibroblasts and hMSCs
that were cultivated with and without FBS for 2 h were studied by fluorescence
microscopy (Figure 13).
A distribution of actin cytoskeleton was affected by a shape and morphology of
cells. In the well-spread cells, actin signal revealed a filamentous character. On the
other hand, actin ring on cell perimeter was observed in roundish cells.
Focal adhesion structural proteins vinculin and talin were localized in FAs in all
three cell types that adhered in FBS presence in contrast to the cells that were seeded in
FBS absence. The vinculin and actin signal in these cells was spread throughout whole
cell with occasional intensification at the cell edges.
Membrane protein CD44 revealed diffuse signal with occasional aggregates
irrespective of cell type and FBS presence.
Signaling protein pFAK showed the same expression pattern as vinculin or talin.
pFAK was localized in FAs in all cells that adhered on TCPS in FBS presence and
diffuse pFAK signal throughout whole cell with sporadic intensification at the cell
edges was detected in all cells that adhered in FBS absence.
Signal of Rho GTPase was diffuse throughout whole cell with occasional
intensification at the cell edges in osteoblasts and hMSCs that adhered on FBS proteins
in contrast to fibroblasts where this expression pattern was observed rather in cells
adhered in FBS absence. And vice versa, only diffuse signal of Rho protein was
observed in osteoblasts and hMSCs that were seeded without FBS proteins and
fibroblasts that adhered on FBS proteins. More of non-specific signal in cell
surrounding was detected in all three cell types that adhered in FBS absence.
Signaling proteins pERK1/2 were localized at the cell edges in osteoblasts and
hMSCs that adhered on FBS proteins. On the contrary, sporadic pERK1/2 signal at the
cell edges but rather diffuse signal throughout whole cells was observed in osteoblasts
and hMSCs that were seeded without FBS. In fibroblasts, pERK1/2 signal was
distributed equally throughout whole cell with occasional intensification in the middle
of cell and sometimes at the cell edges regardless of FBS presence.
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Figure 13: Effect of FBS on expression and localization of structural, membrane and
signaling proteins in osteoblasts, fibroblasts and hMSCs that were cultivated with or
without FBS for 2 h. Immunofluorescently stained proteins are depicted in the images.
Finally, osteoblasts and hMSCs demonstrated similar cell shape with respect to
the presence of FBS. On the other hand, fibroblasts and hMSCs showed similar trend in
cell number with regard to the presence of FBS. With regard to cell adhesion quality, all
three cell types developed classic FAs with expression of vinculin, talin and pFAK in
these FAs in contrast to all cells that were seeded without FBS that did not produce
classic FAs. Osteoblasts and hMSCs differed slightly from fibroblasts only in
localization of Rho and pERK1/2 proteins. It can be said that some features (especially
cell shape, area and number) of cell adhesion considering the presence of FBS are cell
type specific, but the mechanism of adhesion is similar for all the tested cell types.
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4.6 Publication E: Evaluation of Sericin as a Fetal Bovine SerumReplacing

Cryoprotectant

During

Freezing

of

Human

Mesenchymal Stromal Cells and Human Osteoblast-Like Cells
Martina Verdanova, Robert Pytlik, Marie Hubalek Kalbacova (2014): Evaluation of
Sericin as a Fetal Bovine Serum-Replacing Cryoprotectant During Freezing of Human
Mesenchymal Stromal Cells and Human Osteoblast-Like Cells. Biopreservation and
Biobanking 12, 2, 99-105. IF2014 = 1.340
Since a freezing of cells is an essential method which researchers use during
experimental work with cells, a study of use of various freezing media for two cell types
commonly used in our laboratory was performed. For the reason that use of FBS in
medical applications is problematic due to the danger of infection or allergic reaction,
sericin was investigated as a replacement for FBS. Sericin is a sticky protein derived
from the silkworm cocoon. Since DMSO is the most frequently used compound of
freezing medium and its high concentrations are cytotoxic to eukaryotic cells (136,
141), DMSO-free or DMSO-low-concentration freezing media were also tested.
This paper compares various compositions of cryoprotective media (standard
medium with 10% DMSO and 25% FBS; 1% and 5% sericin alone or in combination
with 1%, 5% and 10% DMSO; 1%, 5% and 10% DMSO alone; 25% FBS alone; culture
medium alone and DMSO alone) for freezing of osteosarcoma cell line SAOS-2 and
hMSCs.
Cell viability (24 h after thawing, both hMSC and osteoblasts) and colonyforming ability (2 weeks after thawing, only for hMSCs) were determined. It was found
that 1% sericin can replace FBS when 10% DMSO is present in freezing medium for
hMSCs. Suprisingly, hMSCs could be frozen also in 10% DMSO as a single component
of a standard culture medium (Fig. 1 in the enclosed Publication E). On the contrary,
sericin cannot compensate FBS presence in freezing medium of osteoblast cell line.
Moreover, either culture medium with only 10% DMSO was not adequate freezing
medium for this cell line (Fig. 3 in the enclosed Publication E). Any decrease in DMSO
concentration led to significantly worse survival of both types of cells.
In conclusion, sericin can substitute for FBS in the freezing medium for primary
hMSCs, but cannot substitute for DMSO.
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5 DISCUSSION
The first part of this thesis (Publications A-C) is focused on behavior of human
osteoblasts that were cultivated on large-scale graphene (G) and nanocrystalline
diamond (NCD). These nanomaterials are carbon allotropes, i.e. G and NCD have
chemically the same composition; however, the arrangement of carbon atoms is
different. G and NCD are materials with an extraordinary combination of properties
such as high mechanical strength, electrical and thermal conductivity, great optical
properties, possibility of functionalization and a very high surface area to volume ratio
(3, 4, 29). For these reasons, G and NCD could be advantageously used in electronics
(161, 162); however, they have a great potential also in biomedical applications that
overlaps with the scope of this thesis.
Variously modified G and NCD resulting in their diverse properties were
investigated in this thesis. Two hydrophobic samples, i.e. graphene treated with
hydrogen (1-LG) and NCD treated with hydrogen (NCD-H) and two hydrophilic
samples, i.e. graphene treated with oxygen (1-LG-O) and NCD treated with oxygen
(NCD-O) were researched. These four tested samples vary at least in the carbon atom
arrangement (G and NCD), degree of wettability and nanotopography.
Besides detailed characterization of the tested nanomaterials, the differences in
osteoblast behavior on these two types of G (1-LG and 1-LG-O) and two types of NCD
(NCD-H and NCD-O) after short (2 h) and longer (48 h) cultivation was examined. In
order to reveal a direct effect of the tested materials on osteoblast behavior, the cells
were cultivated on the substrates also in the initial (2 h) absence of FBS. To compare
osteoblast behavior on G and NCD to some standard substrate, tissue culture treated
polystyrene (TCPS) was used as a control.
Bone implant coating or cellular sensors represent the possible applications of G
and NCD within the scope of this thesis. The fundamental information about cell
interactions with these materials is essential but it has been only little examined so far.
To simplify this quite complicated study with a lot of variables, the osteoblast
behavior on G and NCD without other influences will be discussed at first.
The very important finding of these studies is accelerated osteoblast proliferation
on G compared to NCD and TCPS. It is an interesting phenomenon if we take into
account that both G and NCD have chemically very similar structure in their pure form
(both nanomaterials are made of only carbon atoms); however, the arrangement of
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carbon atoms is different that results in various cell reactions to G and NCD. On the
other hand, it should be mentioned that the important difference between G and NCD is
their diverse topography in nanometer range (G revealed RMS roughness about 5 - 9
nm whereas NCD showed about 20 nm) (163). Many studies reported that cell behavior
such as cell morphology, migration, proliferation and differentiation is largely affected
by micro- and nanosized surface features (164). Moreover, one study presented
discovery that nanotopography differences even less than 5 nm can also affect cell
adhesion (165). For these reasons, only little nanoscale differences could be the cause
(or one of many causes) of the diverse osteoblast reactions to G and NCD that were
presented in this thesis.
Second, the effect of the treatment (with oxygen or hydrogen) of G and NCD on
osteoblast behavior in the presence of FBS was examined. It was observed that the
enhanced osteoblast proliferation on G was caused mainly by 1-LG where cell
proliferation was superior. Higher cell proliferation on G treated with hydrogen
compared to G treated with oxygen was observed also in previous study with hMSCs
(166). In our studies, cells on 1-LG-O multiplied also more than cells on both NCDs
and TCPS. The proliferation rate was calculated as a ratio of cell number at 48 h to cell
number at 2 h and could be loaded by overestimation because of smaller number of cells
were observed on G compared to NCD at 2 h while similar cell number was detected on
both materials after 48 h. Yet the relative comparison still holds: the 1-LG provides for
approximately 50% higher rate of cell multiplication than NCD and control TCPS.
Moreover, full cell confluency was not reached in either case and the values are thus not
limited by saturation.
The reason for accelerated cell proliferation rate on 1-LG compared to 1-LG-O
and both NCDs could be the difference in “nanoroughness”, in particular the wrinkled
morphology of 1-LG in nanoscale which was reflected by measured skew and kurtosis
values. The positive effects of sub-100 nm structural features on the cells were reported
previously (167, 168). The mechanism behind this phenomenon is probably the fact that
nanotopography of materials greatly enhances the surface area enabling a binding of
specific proteins in particular amounts and conformations (169). Moreover, the cell
membrane in contact with the nanostructured surface is exposed to various mechanical
forces that can reorganize its components and specific ion channels can open which can
lead in changes in cell behavior (164).
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As regards NCD, no significant dependence of osteoblast adhesion and
proliferation on different surface terminations (oxygen or hydrogen) of topographically
identical NCDs was revealed. This is in contrast with another study where NCD
samples with hydrophilic/hydrophobic stripes rather than a homogeneous surface were
used (60). In this set-up, cells preferred a hydrophilic NCD-O to adhesion. It could be
caused by the fact that many of hydrophilic/hydrophobic borders are present on the
striped NCD and cells can choose where to adhere in contrast to NCD samples with the
whole hydrophobic or whole hydrophilic surface. Moreover, the preference to
hydrophilic NCD on striped sample was valid only for a lower cell seeding density.
On the other hand, statistically significantly lower amount of osteoblasts adhered
on NCD-H (homogenous hydrophobic surface) compared to NCD-O (homogenous
hydrophilic surface) when integrin α5β1 was inhibited by antibody. Integrin α5β1 is
also called the classic fibronectin receptor (119). It seems that osteoblasts use this
fibronectin receptor (integrin α5β1) to a larger extent for adhesion to hydrophobic
NCD-H than to hydrophilic NCD-O. It could be speculated that more FN or in more
accessible conformation could bind to hydrophobic NCD-H than to hydrophilic NCDO. In a literature, some studies showed higher affinity of fibronectin to hydrophilic
surfaces (170, 171). However, other papers presented increased binding of fibronectin
to hydrophobic surfaces (172, 173). Thus, he fibronectin affinity to various surfaces
probably depends on more factors – e.g. on a concentration of fibronectin or a presence
of other proteins. Moreover, also other surface properties next to wettability affect
protein adsorption, e.g. negatively charged fibronectin could bind to positively charged
surfaces.
In addition, we showed that vitronectin probably mediates osteoblast adhesion
(as regards number of adhered cells) to hydrophilic NCD-O more than to hydrophobic
NCD-H. Moreover, vitronectin likely promotes osteoblast spreading on both NCD-H
and NCD-O in contrast to fibronectin. This is in correlation with previous study that
discovered vitronectin and called it as a serum spreading factor (174).
As regards expression profiles of various integrin subunits on NCD-O, NCD-H
and TCPS in FBS presence and its absence based on qRT-PCR method, no common
features for type of material or presence of FBS were observed. Except interesting
finding that integrin α5β5 (vitronectin receptor) is down-regulated in osteoblasts those
adhered on NCD-H regardless of FBS presence compared to TCPS with FBS. This
confirms the observation from inhibition of integrins by antibodies that showed
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osteoblasts bind to NCD-H through fibronectin rather than vitronectin. It is interesting
that no up-regulated genes were detected in osteoblasts cultivated on any NCD surface
compared to those adhered on TCPS with FBS. Therefore, TCPS with FBS is probably
a good standard for osteoblast adhesion in which various integrins are expressed at
relatively high levels. However, we should keep in mind, that if DNA is transcribed it
does not always mean that the RNA is translated. Moreover, a research of integrins is
quite complicated since each type of integrin (a specific combination of α and β
subunits) can bind more types of ligands and vice versa also one kind of ligand could be
bound by several kinds of integrins (83).
The last point of view on osteoblast behavior on G and NCD is the presence or
the absence of FBS during the first 2 h of cultivation that enable us to reveal the
possible role of FBS proteins in cell-material interactions. After 2 h of cultivation in
FBS absence, comparable numbers of cells were observed on all the tested substrates
that are in contrast to standard conditions (FBS presence) where cell number on G,
NCD and TCPS varied. This fact suggests that those cells in direct contact with the
material sense its properties (topography, wettability and chemistry) to a lesser extent
than the cells adhered on substrates through FBS proteins. Or the cells that adhered in
FBS absence sense the surface properties similarly as the cells that adhered in the
presence of FBS proteins, but the various cell reactions were not detected by techniques
used in this thesis. In any case, our findings support the hypothesis that cell adhesion is
substrate-dependent predominantly in the presence of FBS in the culture medium and
that the selectivity of cell adhesion on various substrates is determined mainly through
the selectivity of protein adsorption on particular substrates (175).
It was observed that FBS absence promoted cell adhesion on all the tested
samples; however, subsequent cell proliferation was decreased despite FBS was added
to cells for additional 46 h of cultivation. It seems that FBS somehow inhibited initial
osteoblast adhesion. This phenomenon has previously also been reported for Jurkat cells
(176). For this FBS-mediated inhibition of adhesion is probably responsible BSA (an
abundant protein of FBS (177)) that inhibits cell spreading and functions as a repellent
of cell adhesion (175, 178). Interestingly, the initial adhesion advantage (more cells) in
FBS absence was followed by decreased cell proliferation during the time despite the
addition of FBS. It is possible that cell adhesion in FBS absence is better in a
quantitative point of view but not in a qualitative one. It means that cells in FBS
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absence might not adhere effectively that could affect the subsequent cell proliferation
negatively.
The enhanced osteoblast proliferation on 1-LG was detected also in the initial
FBS absence. Thus, the factor behind this superior proliferation rate on 1-LG cannot
only be protein interactions with surface nanotopography. However, the accelerated cell
proliferation on 1-LG is clearly visible under both conditions – in FBS presence and
absence. This is a great advantage for the potential use of 1-LG as a bioelectronic sensor
and actuator where protein interlayers (layers between cells and electrode surface) can
cause electrode fouling and affect sensor performance (179).

The next part of this thesis (including Publication D) is focused on differences
between cell adhesion mediated by FBS proteins and cell adhesion without FBS
proteins. To exclude cell type specific reactions, the major experiments were performed
with human osteosarcoma cell line SAOS-2, hMSCs and primary human fibroblasts. A
greater number of osteoblasts (SAOS-2) with a larger cell area were found on TCPS
without FBS than with FBS. The opposite trend was observed with primary fibroblasts
where higher number of larger cells was detected on TCPS with FBS compared to
substrate without FBS. hMSCs revealed the same trend in cell number as primary
fibroblasts. As regards cell area, hMSCs showed no significant difference between cell
adhesion in FBS presence and absence; however, the interquartile ranges are high.
These different cell reactions are probably connected to the origin of cells.
SAOS-2 cells are osteosarcoma cell line that is generaly used as a permanent line of
human osteoblast-like cells (180). Osteoblast cancer cell line possesses some
characteristic features (181) that can differ from features of primary and healthy cells
such as primary human dermal fibroblasts and hMSCs. In a literature, a different
adhesion of melanoma and fibroblastic cells to fibronectin was observed (182). It was
shown that particular cell type could be able to bind only some specific adhesion motifs
due to the exclusivity of interaction between cell surface adhesion receptors and
particular adhesion motifs in proteins (183). Generally, tumor cells are characterized by
changes in intercellular adhesion selectivity and also adhesion selectivity to ECM.
Shifts in cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions (e.g. down- or up-regulation of integrin
genes) are oncogene- and cell type-specific. However, cell adhesiveness is mostly
reduced in cancer cells (184). This could explain the lower adhesiveness of
osteosarcoma cell line in the presence of FBS in contrast to primary fibroblasts and
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hMSCs from healthy donors, since FBS mimics the situation in the body where proteins
are present.
The expression and especially localization of studied cell structural and
signaling proteins varied significantly in cells that adhered on FBS proteins and those
that adhered directly on the surface without FBS proteins. However, these differences
were similar in all three studied cell types. Generally, the expression of particular
proteins was largely affected by the cell morphology rather than by the specific cell
type.
The most distinct feature was no formation of classic FAs in cells that adhered in
FBS absence. The cells that adhere without any external proteins probably use a
different mechanism to anchor themselves to the surface. This contact is probably
mediated by non-specific physical interactions such as van der Waals bonding,
hydrogen bonding or charged interactions between polar groups (e.g., hydroxyl) on the
substrate and integrins on the cell surface (176).
Based on expression and localization of signaling proteins such as Rho, pFAK
and ERK1/2, it could be said, that cell signaling in the absence of FBS is transduced by
an alternative signaling pathway compared to the standard cell signaling initiated by
FBS proteins (185). This hypothesis is supported by results obtained by two methods –
transcriptomic profiling and immunofluorescence staining of proteins. Since a cell
environment without FBS is poor in growth factors, a decreased level of activated, i.e.
phosphorylated ERK1/2 was found in cells that adhered in FBS absence in contrast to
the cells that adhered on FBS proteins. This is in correlation with the study by Chen et
al. showing that the addition of growth factors to serum-deprived cells led to the
increased phosphorylation of ERK proteins (186).
Osteoblasts were also cultivated for a longer time (20 h). Despite no FAs were
formed after 2 h in FBS absence, FAs were produced after 20 h in those few survived
cells. This could be caused by formation of an own cell-derived ECM; however, the
exact time at which ECM production begins is unknown. The only information
discovered in literature refers to few days (81). However, the most of osteoblasts that
were cultivated in FBS absence for 20 h died in contrast to the cells that adhered on VN
or FN own. This experiment confirmed the necessity of proper cell adhesion (mediated
by FAs) for longer cultivation of anchorage-dependent cells.
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The last part of this thesis (Publication E) concerns with evaluation of sericin as
a replacement for FBS in freezing media for osteosarcoma cell line SAOS-2 and
hMSCs. It was confirmed that DMSO is necessary for freezing of immortalized
osteoblasts and also primary hMSCs and that the optimal DMSO concentration is 10%.
This is in agreement with Baust et al. who demonstrated that 10% DMSO is the best
concentration for fibroblasts, keratinocytes, hepatic and renal cells (187). This study
showed that 1% sericin could substitute for 25% FBS in the freezing solution for
primary hMSCs. Similar results were also published for rat insulinoma cell line, mouse
hybridoma cell line (188) and for rat pancreatic islets (189). The novelty of our findings
is that hMSCs could be cryopreserved in a growth medium containing only 10% DMSO
without any additional proteins (FBS or sericin) with satisfactory results. Interestingly,
freezing medium with 1% sericin instead of 25% FBS or medium containing only 10%
DMSO was not beneficial for osteoblastic cell line.
It seems that primary hMSCs are more resistant to a heat stress (freezing and
thawing) than the immortalized osteosarcoma cell line. A possible explanation could be
the fact that hMSCs are less differentiated cells with more self-renewing ability
compared to differentiated osteoblasts.
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6 CONCLUSIONS
I. We characterized osteoblast behavior on differently treated graphene (G) and
nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) in terms of cell adhesion and proliferation. Generally,
both G and NCD exhibited better properties for osteoblast cultivation in comparison to
control tissue culture polystyrene. Better cell adhesion but lower cell proliferation were
observed on NCD compared to G. It was shown that osteoblasts adhered to hydrophobic
NCD-H mainly through fibronectin, while they adhered to hydrophilic NCD-O
predominantly through vitronectin. However, different wettability properties of
topographically identical NCDs had no effect on osteoblast proliferation. In contrast,
hydrophobic 1-LG with nanowrinkled topography enhanced cell proliferation
extensively, in comparison to hydrophilic and flat 1-LG-O. Promoted cell proliferation
enables faster cell colonization of G and NCD substrates, meaning faster new tissue
formation which is beneficial in biomedical applications. Furthermore, it was shown
that osteoblast adhesion was promoted in the initial absence of FBS; however,
osteoblast proliferation was suppressed by these conditions.

II. We characterized cell adhesion of osteosarcoma cell line SAOS-2, primary human
fibroblasts and human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) in the presence and absence of
FBS. For all three tested cell types, it was found that no classic focal adhesions were
formed during cell adhesion in the absence of FBS proteins. Moreover, signaling within
these cells proceeded in an unusual manner. In contrast, tested cell types differed in cell
shape, area and number considering the adhesion in the presence or the absence of FBS.
For the first time, the cell-substrate contact in the absence of serum proteins for
anchorage-dependent cells was described in detail.

III. We evaluated the use of sericin as a replacement for FBS in freezing medium for
osteosarcoma cell line and primary hMSCs from healthy donors. It was shown that 1 %
sericin could substitute for 25 % FBS in the freezing medium for primary hMSCs in
contrast to osteosarcoma cell line. Moreover, hMSCs could be cryopreserved in a
growth medium containing only 10 % DMSO, with adequate results. Finally, different
freezing formulas should be evaluated for different cell types to find the most
satisfactory results.
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8 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
1-LG

single-layer graphene treated with H2/Ar

1-LG-O

single-layer graphene treated in an oxidizing atmosphere

AFM

atomic force microscopy

ANOVA

analysis of variance

BSA

bovine serum albumin

CA

contact angle

cDNA

complementary deoxyribonucleic acid

CFU-F

colony-forming unit-fibroblast

Ct

cycle threshold

CVD

chemical vapor deposition

DAPI

4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

DMSO

dimethyl sulfoxide

DNA

deoxyribonucleic acid

ECM

extracellular matrix

ERK1/2

extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1 and 2

FA

focal adhesion

FAK

focal adhesion kinase

FBS

fetal bovine serum

FN

fibronectin

G

graphene

GAPDH

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase

GFOGER

glycine-phenylalanine-hydroxyprolin-glycine-glutamic acid-arginine

GFP

green fluorescent protein

GO

graphene oxide

GTP

guanosine-5'-triphosphate

HMBS

hydroxymethylbilane synthase

hMSCs

human mesenchymal stem cells

HPRT 1

hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1

iPSC

induced pluripotent stem cell

LDV

leucine-aspartic acid-valine

MSC

mesenchymal stem cell

NCD

nanocrystalline diamond
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NCD-H

NCD treated with hydrogen plasma

NCD-O

NCD treated with oxygen plasma

NHDF

normal human dermal fibroblasts

PCR

polymerase chain reaction

pERK1/2

phosphorylated extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1 and 2

pFAK

phosphorylated focal adhesion kinase

qPCR

quantitative polymerase chain reaction

qRT-PCR

quantitative polymerase chain reaction with reverse transcription

REDV

arginine-glutamic acid-aspartic acid-valine

RGD

arginin-glycin-aspartic acid

rGO

reduced graphene oxide

RMS

root mean square

RNA

ribonucleic acid

RT

room temperature

SAOS-2

sarcoma osteogenic cell line

SEM

scanning electron microscopy

TCPS

tissue culture polystyrene

VN

vitronectin

YIGSR

tyrosine-isoleucine-glycine-serine-arginine
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